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Roofing Today Celebrates Tenth Anniversary with
the Professional Roofer Campaign
This edition marks Roofing Today magazine’s 10th anniversary.
That’s right! It’s 10 years since your team here at Roofing Today Towers started toiling
away to bring you all the best roofing news, information and debate.
And it’s been a tough 10 years in many ways with the worst recession in living memory
across the industry. But congratulations, we’ve all survived!
And to ensure that you continue to not only survive but thrive and grow your
businesses, Roofing Today is celebrating its anniversary by launching the Professional
Roofer Campaign.
The Professional Roofer Campaign will provide advice and guidance from industryleading experts for contractors who want to improve and grow their businesses.
Professional Roofer will give advice and information on

well as a Fun Quiz, Top Ten Tips to be a Professional
Roofer, What Customers Really Want, Five Most
Common Mistakes When Talking to Customers,
Checklists and more.
The Professional Roofer Campaign Portal will collect
together all print and online resources in one place and
can be accessed from the Roofing Today website
homepage.
Are you proud of your work? Then tweet us
@RoofingToday your completed project photos
using #professionalroofer and we will feature it on
the Professional Roofer Wall of Fame!

n Health & safety
n Improving workmanship
n Creating customer confidence
Each of the next three editions: September 2015; November 2015; January 2016 will
feature an article under each of the three themes: nine articles all together.
The Roofing Today Bulletin will also feature Campaign case studies which show the
ways other successful roofing contractors have gone about growing their companies, as

You can also show your support by emailing
editor@roofingtoday.co.uk with a statement of
support and your company logo. This will be
featured on our Professional Roofer Supporters
Page.
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News

If You’ve Got It, Flaunt It!

New CEO for SPRA

The Institute of Roofing is launching a two-phase campaign to
raise its profile and increase its membership.

The Single Ply Roofing Association
(SPRA) has announced that its new chief
executive will be Cathie Clarke. She
replaces James Talman, who is moving
to head the National Federation of
Roofing Contractors.

The Institute is asking its 1,100 members to advertise their
membership of the professional
body by including their
membership grades on all
correspondence and to wear IoR
ties and lapel badges when
attending meetings.
The campaign will focus on creating awareness of the benefits of
appointing IOR qualified members to responsible roofing posts.
The second phase includes a review of the process of becoming
qualified as a new member and a drive to recruit new members.

Top Roofing Contractors Ripe for
Acquisition
133 of the UK’s top 1000 Roofing Contractors have been found ripe for
acquisition reflected in their award of attractive acquisition ratings.
A new study by industry analysts Plimsoll Publishing has surveyed the UK’s
largest 1000 Roofing Contractors and delved behind the details of each and
assessed each company on classic acquisition criteria.
David Pattison explains: “When companies go on the hunt for acquisitions they
have classic criteria in their thinking. A classic acquisition would be a company
failing financially, an aging set of directors, a low value compared to their
competitors, yet, has the potential to make good profits under new ownership.”
The latest analysis also found that.
l

161 companies are showing signs of seriously weak financial health.
Suggesting new owners would need to take urgent steps to ensure the
company’s survival.

l

151 firms have seen their value fall by a quarter, suggesting new
owners could return the businesses to a better value.

Mike Long, Hon FIoR, AIIRSM, Tech IOSH said “We have
decided to introduce an additional means of qualification for
Member applications.
“The initial proposal is for applicants to complete a roofingbased assignment that requires research and application. We are
currently running a pilot and if the process is deemed successful
we will introduce it as mandatory in 2017.
“The second phase of the campaign will be more difficult if the
first phase is not applied, as this involves promoting the
Institute to clients and their representatives, construction
companies, surveyors, quantity surveyors, architects and
engineers. For more information on the Institute of Roofing visit
their website here www.instituteofroofing.org or email
info@instituteofroofing.org or telephone 02074483858.

End of Renewables Feed-in Tariffs?

David Pattison continues. “With these findings in mind it will be no surprise
that we will see more acquisition activity. Let’s also remember an acquisition
should not been seen as a negative thing, it’s an opportunity for both the buyer
and the seller – the buyers get to take on a new business and invest, the sellers
get to belong to a new company and get a whole new future.
The full study contains a valuation, acquisition attractiveness score and overall
financial rating for each of the UK’s largest 1000 Roofing Contractors. It is
designed to help anyone looking at buying or selling companies to understand
the options open to them.
For more information on the UK Roofing Contractors report or any of Plimsoll’s
titles please contact Chris Glancey on 01642 626 419 or alternatively email
c.glancey@plimsoll.co.uk.

New National Structural Timber Specification
A new National Structural Timber Specification (NSTS) guide has been
published to aid specification of structural timber solutions. The guide covers
information exchange, materials, fabrication, erection, protection and quality
assurances - together with best practice guidelines for timber building erection.
It is hoped that the new document will help promote timber as a standard
construction method for larger buildings, particularly in medium rise
applications with the use of cross laminated timber and glulam. Nick Milestone,
MD of B & K Structures, chairs the team of TRADA experts behind the NSTS,
which is available free to TRADA members.
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Cathie is currently the general manager
of the National Heritage Training Group,
which is now under threat, as from next
year the organisation loses its CITB funding.
Prior to her time at the NHTG Cathie spent eight years as
director of Oakstedge, a traditional building skills training
consultancy, and two years as chief executive of the Midlands
Heritage Skills HUB.
Mike Crook, chairman of the SPRA Council, said: “We are
delighted that Cathie is joining us. Cathie has a proven track
record in running membership organisations.”
Cathie will take up her new position on 1 October following a
handover period. She said: “Being a SPRA member demonstrates
a commitment to excellence, and should also equate to
teamwork. Teamwork requires communication, which is why I
operate an ‘open door’ policy. So, I look forward to working
together with the SPRA membership to drive standards, skills
and quality across the single ply sector.”
Following withdrawal of its core funding from the NHTG, CITB
argued that heritage training is better served by funding
construction industry federations and training groups which have
a heritage theme.
The NHTG strongly disagree with the decision. Chairman Ray
Robertson said “The decision to cease funding for NHTG has
been taken at this time of greatest need, when our national
architectural inheritance is being put at critical risk, not only by
a lack of skills but by a lack of awareness as to why a building
designed in 1895 must be treated differently to that designed in
1985”.

Alumasc Group’s New Joined-up
Water Management Brand
The Government has removed the ability to ‘pre-accredit’ to a
fixed tariff level for bigger commercial solar roofs and smaller
solar farms, meaning that complex community and commercial
projects which can take longer to complete could have to deal
with constantly reducing tariff levels between the start and
finish of the project.
This follows proposals for wholesale cuts to feed-in tariffs for
solar from January 2016 affecting residential, commercial and
solar farms – that will see tariffs cut by up to 87% and, according
to the Solar Trade Association, will probably cause the closure of
the entire tariff scheme.
Leonie Greene, Head of External Affairs at the Solar Trade
Association said: “Just 16 out of 2,372 respondents supported
the proposal to do away with pre-accreditation, and yet the
Government has gone ahead and done it anyway. They have
simply ignored the overwhelming opposition from across the
renewables industry and beyond.”

Alumasc Group plc, the UK
supplier of building and precision
engineering products, has created
Alumasc Water Management
Solutions (AWMS). The new brand
spearheads a new business
strategy providing integrated
solutions in water management.
AWMS becomes the first joined-up rain-to-drain brand in the
industry with four water management brands: Skyline Fascias,
Soffit & Copings; Alumasc Rainwater Gutters & Downpipes;
Harmer Building Drainage; and Gatic Civil Drainage.

Underground Roof Drone Survey First
Lanes Group has carried out its first aerial drone survey of the complicated
angular roof of London Underground’s Amersham Station on the Metropolitan
Line.
Rail Division Maintenance Manager, Mark O'Leary said: "The station drone
survey was carried out in the daytime when the station was open to passengers,
without causing any disruption.
"We believe we have shown that drone roof surveys represent a viable and costeffective alternative to conventional roof survey methods."
The 4,500 sq ft roof survey was completed by the drone pilot and a works
supervisor in the equivalent of one working day, rather than the five nights
conventionally needed with a team of four operatives and using scaffolding
towers.
The aerial drone is fitted with a sophisticated camera that takes scores of ultrahigh definition images to analyse the roof's structure and condition. The 3-D roof
image can be viewed and measured from any angle by civil engineers and
architects.
"Many London Underground station roof structures are relatively fragile and a lot
of them are listed buildings," continued Mark O'Leary.
"Drone surveys allow more intensive monitoring of buildings comparing data
over time.”

IKO Polymeric Celebrates 10 years!
IKO Polymeric, the only UK-based manufacturer of PVC and TPE single ply
membrane, is celebrating its 10 year anniversary. IKO PLC formed the new
division in 2005 specifically to develop its single ply business.
The division, based in Clay Cross,
Chesterfield, has grown significantly
since it was formed to offer a wide
range of single ply roofing systems.

Alumasc says the new brand reflects an increasing market
demand for more integrated solutions.

Due to strong growth IKO Polymeric
opened a purpose-built, state-of-theart manufacturing facility in 2010.
Since then a number of divisions
have been created, including International Exports, a Prefabrication Department
and a Specialised Products division for non-roofing applications.

AWMS Managing Director, Steve Durdant-Hollamby, says:
“Skyline, Alumasc Rainwater, Harmer and Gatic are all big
names in their own right. They’re renowned for innovation,
quality and outstanding support. But under the new AWMS
banner we’re combining their strengths to provide customers
with expertise and skills from brands they know and trust.

IKO Polymeric Managing Director Anthony Carlyle comments: “We’re extremely
proud of our success in the last 10 years. From a division of three people when it
first opened, we now employ more than 80! Clay Cross is running at full capacity
producing millions of metres of membrane every year. We’re continuing to invest
and plan to increase capacity in 2016. We look forward with confidence to the
next 10 years!”
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News

In Memory of
Cyril Baker

Roofing Industry Alliance Launches Roof Training Prospectus
The new RIA E-Training Prospectus Edition 1.2015 is for those who want to find out about UK-wide roof
training and roofing qualifications. It is available to download for free at:
http://www.roofindustryalliance.co.uk/Prospectus-Aug15/index.html
The RIA E-Training Prospectus provides:
• Information on Regional Roof Training Groups and Roofing
Colleges
• Centralised and up-to-date information on specialist roof training
covering all roofing disciplines
• Qualification routes including:

A timeless collection of quality handmade and handcrafted clay roof tiles
designed to enhance the buildings of Britain

o Framework Apprenticeships
o Specialist Apprenticeship Programmes (SAP)
o Specialist Upskilling Programmes (SUP)
o Basic Competency Programme (BCP)
Cyril Ben Baker died on 17th
August 2015 at the age of 91. Cyril
was a founder member and past
President of the Institute of
Roofing (IoR) from 1981 to 1984.
As a prominent individual in the
roofing industry, Cyril skillfully
chaired the Membership
Committee during the initial
deluge of applications for
membership during the early years
of the Institute. He went on to
receive an Honorary Fellowship of
the Institute and also served for a
time as Secretary Director.
His appetite for work within the
industry did not diminish: for
many years he served as President
of the National Federation of
Roofing Contractors. During his
time at NFRC he helped to
introduce Northern Ireland into
the Association, generously
devoting his time and passionate
advocacy to all he engaged in.
One of his later achievements was
to be elected as President of IFD,
The International Roofing
Federation in 1989 -1982, having
held virtually every senior post in
the UK roofing industry.
Current IoR President, Gordon
Penrose remembers Cyril as
someone who committed himself
to the industry but did not lack a
sense of humour. He recalled an
occasion shortly after the UK won
a Gold medal at the International
Roofing competition - beating the
other nationalities including the
Germans - when Cyril arranged for
the band to play the Dam Buster’s
March.
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• CITB Grants for year 2015/2016
• CSCS Cards
• Management Training

Recticel is Praised for its Three Ps
PIR insulation manufacturer Recticel has been praised by its
local MP for its part in people, product and plant development.
Rob Flello, MP for Stoke on Trent South visited the company’s
175,000ft2 facility in Stoke on Trent on 21st August meeting
commercial director Kevin Bohea and plant manager Simon
Harrison.
He learnt about the company's recent multi-million investment
in the plant, including the installation of a new line with full
rebating ability, creating 30 new local jobs this year.
Kevin said: “It is always a pleasure to welcome politicians to our
facility and help and advise on how the UK can achieve energy
and carbon reduction goals by building better with a 'fabric first'
approach."

Pictured: MP Rob Flello (left) and Recticel’s Kevin Bohea.

ForgeFix Achieves Standard
Certification

Skills Shortage
Sharpens over Summer

ForgeFix, distributor of fixings,
fastenings and associated products,
has achieved ISO9001 accredited
certification status.

Job vacancies for construction staff
continued to rise in August and is sixth
place out of nine in the demand for
permanent staff ‘league table’ published by
KPMG and the REC.

The business was awarded the quality
standard in August following a
rigorous quality audit conducted across both of
ForgeFix’s sites covering a range of areas including staff
competence and training, customer satisfaction and
resource planning. It also had to show evidence of
updated and continually tracked performance objectives.
Michael Brown, MD said "Maintaining the highest
standards in areas such as product quality, service
delivery and after-sales support have long been a natural
part of ForgeFix's culture.

Richard Threlfall, Head of Infrastructure,
Building and Construction at KPMG, said:
“There was no respite for construction
managers in August, who faced an even
bigger struggle to find workers after a vast
swathe of Britain’s labourers appeared to
take the summer off. The number of people
looking for jobs in the sector fell, putting
more construction projects under pressure
from a shortfall in workforce.

"Achieving ISO9001 certification however provides
independent and impartial verification of that important
and beneficial part of our offer."

“With construction demand expected to
continue rising through the next few years,
the skills shortage remains the number one

www.lifestiles.co.uk
Tel: 01787 237 057 Email: sales@lifestiles.co.uk
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Professional Roofer Campaign

Professional Roofing Means Professional Health and Safety
Peter Baker, Chief Inspector of Construction at the Health and Safety Executive

Thank you for inviting me, as HSE’s Chief Inspector of
Construction, to contribute this article to the Roofing Today
Professional Roofer Campaign under your health and safety
theme. I’m really pleased to see the construction industry
picking up, and the positive effect this is having on the amount
of work out there for the roofing sector.

The cost of health and safety

Over the last decade there have been some interesting
developments in the roofing sector, including fall protection
measures such as Roll Over Netting (for which standards are
still being developed) and an increasing awareness of the health
risks associated with roofwork.

The cost to the UK economy overall in 2102/13 was £14.2 billion,
and £8.2 billion of that fell on workers. But these are huge figures
that mean little to us as individuals.

One comment inspectors often receive when talking to those on
site is about the cost of precautions, both to prevent accidents
and ill-health.
So what is the business case for getting things right?

The cost to individual workers can be complete loss of earnings.
Many think their insurance will fully cover them but few
businesses fully anticipate what needs to be covered and an
HSE study some years ago showed that for every £1 that was
insured there can be hidden costs of between £8 and £32
uninsured.

Unfortunately, that period has not seen any real reduction in the
number of accidents arising from roofwork. Falls from ladders
and falls involving fragile roofs or roof lights continue to be the
main cause of fatal accidents. In fact almost one in five deaths in
construction involve roof work. Some are specialist roofers, but
many are just repairing and cleaning roofs.

And it’s not just the financial cost. Depending on the severity of
the injury or ill-health you may have permanent disability; you
may be unable to play with your children; or take part in your
hobbies.

There is plenty of HSE (and industry) guidance setting out
straightforward precautions that can be taken to prevent such
incidents construction/safetytopics/workingatheight.htm . And
they frequently are simple and cost effective things, so do have a
look at the HSE website. For example, with a little bit of
forethought and planning you might be able to avoid going on
the roof at all - a leaking roof light, fixed with J bolts can be
removed and replaced from below.

The impact is not just on you as an individual – the impact can
be huge in terms of grief, pain and suffering on your family and
their lives.
Don’t just take my word for it. CITB has produced a moving
video Fragile Roofs; Fragile Lives http://www.citb.co.uk/healthsafety-and-other-topics/health-safety/fragile-roofs/ in which four
people share the devastating effects falls through fragile roofs
have had on them.

But precautions are not always taken and HSE is to commission
research looking at behavioural safety to try and understand why
some do not follow the guidance.

It really does pay to think about the work, to plan and organise
it, to talk to your client and other workers and to get it right first
time.

Is it a cultural issue in your sector; is it a training issue or what?
So, if any readers of this article are approached to take part in
that research in the future, please do help, as we need to
understand why some continue to take huge risks in the work
they do.
Though it is improving, what is sometimes less well recognised
is that roof work is a high-risk industry for health issues too.
HSE estimates that in the construction industry approximately
100 workers are killed by work related cancer and lung disease
for every fatal accident. More working days are also lost due to
work-related illness compared to injuries. HSE’s specific focus is
on:
n Asbestos: this can be found in many common old roofing
products, such as soffits or facias made from asbestos
insulating board (AIB) and asbestos cement gutters,
downpipes and sheets. Work with asbestos can disturb the
asbestos fibres and release them into the air. These can be
inhaled and cause fatal lung diseases. Asbestos-related
diseases still kill more people than any other single workrelated cause.
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n Respirable Crystalline Silica (RCS): Silica is a major constituent of
construction materials such as roof tiles, concrete and mortar. Using power tools
These materials creates lots of fine RCS dust. Regular exposure to even small
amounts of this dust can cause serious lung diseases like cancer and silicosis. It
is the second biggest risk to construction workers after asbestos.

n Hot Bitumen: this can create a number of health issues including throat and
eye irritation from the fumes, skin irritation / dermatitis and burns.

n Manual Handling: this covers a wide variety of tasks including loading out roof
tiles, carrying mortar to roof level and laying large roofing sheets. Skilled
construction and building trades are one of the occupations with the highest
estimated rates of back injuries. Handling is also the most commonly reported
cause of over seven day injuries in construction.

n Biological hazards: You may find waste or litter when entering roof spaces. Birds
and rats can also cause disease such as psittacosis from dried pigeon droppings
or Weil’s disease (leptospirosis) from rat urine.

While these are the main health risks, they are not the only ones that roofers should
consider. Others include:
n Lead: you can be exposed when carrying out hot work, cutting or joining lead
materials and removing or repairing old lead roofs.

n Glues and solvents: These can be found in a variety of roofing products. Initial `
effects include irritation, nausea and dizziness. Very high exposures can cause
unconsciousness and even death.

n Ultraviolet radiation and heat exposure: Roof workers can be exposed to long
periods of sunlight and are therefore at particular risk.
HSE has produced extensive guidance on managing these and other construction
health risks (http://www.hse.gov.uk/construction/healthrisks/index.htm ). This link
also provides further sources of information and advice.

HSE construction inspectors concentrate much of their time on
small sites, including home build, and on refurbishment
projects, where the evidence shows that standards and
awareness of risks and controls for both health and safety tend
to be poorer.
Inspection Initiative
Health risks will continue to be a priority of HSE activity over
the next 12 months, and particularly during the 4-week
refurbishment inspection initiative starting on 14 September.
And it is not just my construction inspectors who will be
tackling fragile roofs. All HSE inspectors will continue to look at
this as a matter of course at premises they visit where work on
or near fragile roofs is underway or appears likely.
So do please think about the work you do. There is plenty of
advice and guidance available to help you understand the risks
and plan your controls.
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Professional Roofer Campaign

Building your Business by Constructing
Customer Confidence
Janine Brady – Marketing Manager, SIG Roofing
Share knowledge: You need to recommend products that best meet the
customers’ needs and budget. Be honest with them and outline their
options, encouraging them to consider the ‘whole of life’ costs, rather than
the initial outlay. It’s also important to educate them about the warranty a cheaper system rarely comes with a long warranty.

Customers are the lifeblood of any business, and roofing is
no exception. From a simple garage roof repair, to a whole
new roofing system, each customer - whether new or
existing - is worth their weight in gold.

Reputation counts: Now’s the time to dig deep and sell with confidence
the benefits of your company’s services. Gather and make use of customer
recommendations and testimonials. These tell your prospective customer
that many others have used your services, are happy and have benefited
from them, and this gives them the confidence to choose you.

Attracting new customers in the competitive world of
roofing is never an easy task, and retaining them can be
even harder. This combined, with the rising power of
customers with a wealth of information and
recommendations for the best roofers at their fingertips,
means the pressure is on to stand out from the crowd and
really sell your services.

Perfect your upsell: Don’t always assume that homeowners are aware or
understand the full spectrum of roofing products, they may be savvy but
they’re not the experts. Share your knowledge by making suggestions
about improved product ranges or additional benefits. They will appreciate
some appropriate expert advice….that’s why they are looking to use you
after all!

Sourcing the best roofing products at competitive prices is
simply not enough to win over customers. To guarantee
your next job, you need to create a customer that has
confidence in you and your business. Providing exceptional
customer service from the very first point of contact is vital,
but when you’re busy with the day-to-day business of
roofing, it’s easy to overlook some of the basic principles.

Offer a contract: Even for the smallest of jobs - this will make you stand
out. A contract allows both parties to have a clearer view of what the job
entails and it can also be used to clearly define payment terms and the
timeline, whilst offering protection if the job breaks down. Not only will it
demonstrate your professionalism, it shows that you know what you are
doing and that you stand by your word.

So, read on and see how you can enhance your reputation
in order to deliver exceptional service, which not only pulls
in the customers, but keeps the referrals flowing.

Trade associations: With customers keen to check membership of trade associations when
choosing a contractor, joining up is a good move. Joining a trade association such as the
National Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC) or Competent Roofer is a must.

Professionalism pays:

As well as offering a whole host of services and benefits, NFRC ensures that members offer
high standards of workmanship through a strict code of practice and vetting procedure - a
great way to instil confidence. Be sure to use this to your advantage and include it on your
business cards, signage and website.

First impressions count and we’re not just talking about
your outward appearance. Professionalism extends to all
parts of your company, from your website and clothing, to
vehicles and stationery.
Website: This is likely to be your first opportunity to
impress, it’s a fantastic way to show people what you do
and boost your credibility. Potential customers want to
know what experience you have, what services you offer,
which areas you cover, and what type of reputation you
have. A few simple pages with examples of smartly finished
projects and genuine testimonials are really impactful.
Emails: Text message abbreviations, smileys, and
misspelled emails - with the footer ‘sent from my iPhone’ give the impression that you are on the move and
customers don’t have your full attention. Your emails
should be well written, and complete with your contact
details.
Face-to- face: It’s important to dress professionally and look
the part, as this will give customers confidence that you
are taking their project seriously. Don’t worry, this doesn’t
mean you have to turn up in a suit! Being well presented is
key and simply branded workwear can really show your
commitment to your business.

Pay attention:

The fortune is in the follow-up:
Following-up shows your customers that you value their business. And it’s
not just about following up on a quote - it’s also about following-up after a
job is complete. This will help add value to the service that the customer
purchased from you, and give you an opportunity to build a relationship
that could lead to additional sales from the same customer in the future, or
even referrals to others.

Listen carefully to what your customers are saying and don’t bombard them with sales
babble. Put yourself in your customers’ shoes, work out what their problems are and solve
them.

Keep your promises: Never leave people waiting to hear back from you and
never make promises unless you can absolutely keep them. From the initial
appointment, to the date of installation, think before you make your
promise.

Keep It Simple: Above all, customers want simplicity. Recommending complex roofing
systems when the customer only wants to upgrade their insulation may well float your boat,
but could leave your customer sinking. It’s all about telling them what they need, and then
showing what might benefit them.

Magic moments: Whether it’s additional information concerning a product
enquiry or a future discount, customers love to get more than they thought
they were getting. And gestures don’t always have to be big, keeping in
touch with special discounts and offers can be all it takes.

Sell value, not price:

Maintenance: Offering an annual roofing inspection service is another
great way to keep in contact with past and existing customers, and to
boost your business with an annual fee. Ideally, this should be agreed
when completing the initial job, however, never be afraid to follow up with
this at a later date.

Today’s customers are very sophisticated and are well aware that the lowest price doesn’t
always equal the best offer, but it doesn’t stop them from trying to drive your price down.
The best way to deal with the ‘price’ challenge is to shift the conversation away from price
and on to value. Explain how your price reflects quality and the added value that your
service brings. You may lose out on some jobs, but at least your reputation and integrity will
be left intact.
Ask questions: Value is ultimately determined by the customer, and you will only find this
out by asking lots of questions. Don’t flood them with information on what you have to offer
without knowing whether or not it will be of value to them. If a pressing start date is their
primary concern, then that’s what will be key to determining the value of your service.

So, if you can tick most or all of the above boxes, then you’re doing a great
job of creating customer confidence. If you’re still unsure of how to provide
top-notch service, then check out the free TrustMark App that that guides
customers how to deal with tradesmen. It applies to you too.
Creating customer confidence by delivering great service will certainly
help build your business.
Enquiry 4
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Training to be a Professional Roofer
Livia Williams, Roofing Industry Alliance Training Manager, assesses the skill needs of the UK
roofing industry and shows how all roofing operatives can improve as Professional Roofers
through training and qualifications.
Over the last 12 months, UK financial reports have been delivering
some encouraging statistics on the economic recovery and
construction industry growth, and the roofing industry is
endorsing this. We, indeed, hear that roofing contractors across
the UK have got full order books for the next 12 months. While this
does sounds very encouraging and demonstrates real signs of
business growth, roofing contractors are also facing a massive
challenge in finding ‘good roofers’ to carry out the work on site.
And that leads on to a very interesting debate that the roofing
industry has been having for many years. What is the roofing
contractor’s definition of a ‘good roofer’ and how can we get our
operatives trained to become ‘Professional Roofers’?
The concept of a professional roofer will include the need to be
fully qualified, fully competent, have up-to-date health & safety
training and hold the minimum blue CSCS Skilled Worker Card.
Roofing supervisors and managers would also need to have a
Level 3 Site Supervisor qualification or Level 6 Construction Site
Operations, the SSSTS or SMSTS and the Gold Supervisor CSCS
Card or Black Managers CSCS Card.

CSCS statistics on the number of roofing operatives who hold the
Blue CSCS Skilled worker card across all roofing disciplines are
disappointing. The figures will become even more worrying when
all the CSCS cards issued to the roofing sector under the old
‘Grandfather rights’ rules can only be renewed only if you have
achieved a minimum Level 2 roofing qualification. It is now time
that the roofing industry acknowledges that we are operating on a
knife-edge. Without taking immediate action by investing in
training, developing and qualifying our roofing operatives,
supervisors and managers, we will have little alternative but to
continue to turn down millions of pounds worth of work,
encourage a ‘mercenary’ culture amongst roofing operatives, and,
ultimately, obstruct future growth for the roofing industry.
Specialist roof training in the UK has been undergoing a complete
restructuring due to a continuous change in qualifications and

competencies and a need for a multi-skilled workforce, economic factors
and product innovations coming into the market.
Since January 2014, the Roofing Industry Alliance (RIA) has taken an
active role to develop a National Roof Training Strategy by coordinating
roof training in all UK regions and ensuring that we are all focusing on
the ultimate goal – qualifying the workforce.
For many years, roof training delivery was very fragmented; each region
had done their ‘own thing’ without understanding what was happening
in other regions. There were a lot of missed opportunities for sharing
best practice and funding for running projects nationally. The lack of
coordination and strategy is reflected in the levels of roof training today.
Driving Force
The Roofing Industry Alliance brings a new approach: indicating how
specialist training should be developed and delivered intelligently and
strategically through assessment and evaluation. Through its integrated

t

Generally speaking, the roofing industry’s approach to training is
reactive as opposed to proactive. Much training activity is driven
by the requirements of main contractors, PQQs or health & safety
quality systems like CHAS and ISO. During busy times, roofing
employers have been facing a big dilemma of how to get their
operatives trained and CSCS carded without facing delays and
penalties onsite. Unfortunately, this approach to training has had
disastrous consequences for the skilled roofing labour market, and
without a collective corporate responsibility of investing in and
training the workforce, there will never be a solution to reducing
the shortage of skilled labour in the UK roofing industry.
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approach, the RIA is set to become the driving force of
roof training, coordinating, sharing best practice,
stimulating, supporting, making recommendations and
celebrating the qualifying of our workforce.

Programmes and Specialist Upskilling Programmes:
n

Pitched Roofing

The RIA includes:

n

AWM Single Ply Roofing

n The 13 Regional Roof Training Groups (RTG) in the
UK

n

AWM Liquid Roofing

n

Sheeting and Cladding and Rainscreen

n All major roofing trade associations: The National
Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC), Single
Ply Roofing Association (SPRA), Liquid Roofing
Waterproof Association (LRWA), Lead Sheet
Association (LSA), The Federation of Traditional
Metal Roofing Contractors (FTMRC), Lead ontractor
Association (LCA), Mastic Asphalt Association
(MAC), Metal Contractors and Roofing
Manufacturers Association (MCRMA), the
Confederation of Roofing Contractors (CoRC), and
the Institute of Roofing (IOR).

n

Heritage Roofing

Unfortunately, roofing contractors have faced difficulties
in training their operatives, due to lack of training
provision in certain regions in the UK. These employers
have had to become smarter in the way they develop
the skills and competencies within their companies and
some have even chosen to invest in developing an incompany training programme or set up their own
training centre.

Specialist Apprenticeship Programmes (SAP)

Specialist Upskilling Programmes (SUP)
n

Slating and Tiling

n

AWM Liquid Roofing

n

AWM Single Ply Roofing

n

Heritage Roofing

In addition, there is the recent government announcement of the Trailblazer
apprenticeships for roofing in England. This involves roofing employers playing the
leading part in developing new standards and designing better roofing
apprenticeships. The projected date for the delivery of the new Trailblazer for
roofing is 2017 and these programmes will be replacing the full framework roofing
apprenticeships in England.
Moreover, Roofing Supervisors and Managers now have access to bespoke training
programmes through the Management and Technician Course, approved by the
Institute of Roofing, which provides invaluable knowledge from project
management and planning to technical issues. There are also excellent
manufacturers’ courses which are focused on estimating and are an invaluable
source for the continuous professional development of roofing professionals.
The Basic Competency Programme (BCP) is another newly launched training
scheme, in conjunction with the NFRC, SPRA and LRWA and a selection of
approved manufacturers. Operatives attending and passing an approved BCP
Manufacturer courses can apply for a three year Red Experienced Worker CSCS
Card (please refer to the RIA Training Prospectus for full details), setting them on
the path of achieving full competency and qualification.
Furthermore, the regional Roof Training Groups are playing a key role in supporting
their local roofing employers by organizing a wide range of courses from health and
safety, craft and management training. They are also helping employers with the
setting up and renewal of their training plans and with claiming CITB grants.

Looking at 2015, the variety of roof training now offered
in the UK is truly impressive in its attempt to meet
employers’ requirements and encourage more and more
people to train. It is all about creating professional
roofers through better health and safety training,
improved craftsmanship and engendering customer
confidence.
This is why the Roofing Industry Alliance, the Roofing
Federations and CITB have made a huge investment in
developing roofing training programmes and securing
CITB funding to ensure that roofing employers can
access the best training tailored to meet their
requirements. The full framework apprenticeships,
which are mainly aimed at younger apprentices, are
complemented by the Specialist Apprenticeship
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Over the last few years, the regional roof training groups have been allocated
additional funding from CITB to support employers with heavily subsidized training
at all levels. UK roofing contractors should contact their regional roof training group
and arrange for a meeting with their local roof training group officer. The contact
details for each of the roof training group can be found on RIA’s website:
www.roofindustryalliance.co.uk.
The RIA launched the RIA Training Prospectus Edition 1 in August 2015 and it is a
great source of information on the full range of roof training programmes at all
levels through the UK. It includes information on CITB funding, regional roof
training groups and specialist roofing colleges and training centres.
http://www.roofindustryalliance.co.uk/Prospectus-Aug15/index.html. The Roofing
Industry Alliance has brought together all of the industry to concentrate on
developing skills – whatever your roofing business involves and wherever you are
in the country make use of the help that is available to ensure your business
develops as a Professional Roofer!
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Contractor’s Column

A Career in Construction – Shout it
from the Rooftops!
Tony Burke, Managing Director at Avonside Group Services

typically applied to non-essential maintenance of building fabric.
Once again, after such a long recession it is safe to assume that a
backlog of repair work exists that will take time to tackle.
If we overlay normal levels of building and construction activity
that support a recovering and stabilising economy, then all the
indicators would point to a sustained period of recovery within the
construction sector for the foreseeable future, barring any further
seismic shocks.
So how are we responding?
There are many organisations and individuals out there doing
fantastic work by developing new initiatives. Within the Avonside
Group we have set targets to create apprenticeships each year; we
are also considering the recruitment of management trainees.

Over the last two years or so, it has been no secret that the recovery in
the construction sector has thrown the previous lack of investment in
achieving a skilled workforce into sharp contrast. Whilst this was
understandable, and in many cases a matter of survival, it nevertheless
left our sector exposed to any kind of recovery.
Indeed, such was the speed and scale of the initial recovery, it was
assumed that a shortage of skilled trades across the sector would provide
a significant brake on further acceleration.
Eighteen months on, although skilled tradespeople are still at a premium,
the scale of the shortages would appear to be more manageable than
feared in those early months - albeit at a cost to the bottom line. It is also
the case that as roofing contractors we are having to work harder, and be
more imaginative, to maintain our levels of installation resource.
Initiatives such as apprenticeships and training schemes are subjects I
will return to in future columns, but in focusing purely on these areas (as
vital as they are) there is a danger that we ‘put the cart before the horse’.
Because of course if we fail to attract new entrants into the sector in the
first place, there will be nobody to train and benefit from such schemes!
When we take a step back and look at the general image of the
construction sector, I believe we have sold ourselves short for far too
long. Yes, our industry is cyclical, and is amongst the first to feel any
chill winds but, conversely, we are always at the forefront of any recovery
– as has been the case this time.
Furthermore, there are deep-rooted, structural issues that should act to
underpin the strength of our industry in the years to come; for example,
the imbalance between the numbers of dwellings required and our
apparent capacity to build. At current levels we are at least 100,000
dwellings below levels of demand year on year and this is in addition to
historic shortfalls.

But where is the coordinated plan on behalf of the industry, and in
particular the roofing sector, to attract the best young talent into
the workforce?
How many of us can honestly say we have encouraged our
youngsters to enter our sector, or indeed engaged with schools in
order to position our industry and the skills we need within a
coherent package that offers an ongoing career path to today’s
youngsters? And if we don’t, how can we expect parents or
advisors to?
In my opinion, we need a clear route into the sector, and also a
path to continual self-improvement, supported by progressive
qualifications for people of any age and gender. We should also look
to be innovative and try to help disadvantaged youngsters. We
should entice them into our industry, develop them and train them
to make a positive contribution and support themselves and their
future families.
This is a win-win scenario
There are numerous charitable organisations involved in this type
of work, and with some creativity we can tap into this potential,
harness the incentives that government will inevitably bring
forward as part of its commitment to increase apprenticeships and
position ourselves as both a sector, and as individual businesses
that can offer real career fulfilment and long term satisfaction.
The recruitment of new blood into our industry is critical to the
longevity of businesses like ours; we need to recognise that we are
in a competition to attract the best possible entrants into our
sector. Whilst it is something that every contractor business needs
to confront and determine its strategy, promoting its key strengths
and attractions; surely there is also a need for a wider and more
coherent approach for our sector as a whole.

As is always the case during difficult economic conditions, businesses
seek to reduce their cost base wherever practical, and the knife is
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Rainwater

The Steel Alternative
Mike Rawlings from Saint Gobain PAM challenges the roofing industry to look beyond their
favoured rainwater systems and consider specifying a steel system.
Steel rainwater systems are becoming a real alternative for all types of
dwellings and offer significant benefits for social housing.
The material is making inroads into the market for a number of reasons
including quality, durability, longevity, strength, its green credentials and by
offering a smart, stylish and contemporary finish for added kerb appeal.

A steel system has the lowest “cradle to grave” impact on the
environment. It is 100 percent recyclable, saving landfill
space and as already stated will last far longer than plastic as
a system.
Price

Despite this, plastic remains the most popular rainwater system, perhaps
because at first glance people assume that it is the cheapest, but there are real
benefits to choosing a steel system rather than plastic. Let’s put them head to
head and compare.

Price is obviously the main reason why plastic systems
remain the material of choice for the majority. But the price
differential at installation is probably far smaller than you
think.

Durability and longevity

When you evaluate the costs across all rainwater systems,
steel systems are only slightly higher than most mid range
plastic installations and are virtually as fast to install, so
there is no real saving on labour costs. And when you
consider lifetime costing, as social housing will, then steel
works out far more cost effective.

The tough and hardwearing nature of steel ensures that building owners will
have decades of reliable performance with minimal maintenance when such
systems are installed correctly.
A steel rainwater system has a high load bearing capacity and can therefore
deal with any build up of snow, leaves or moss. Steel is the material of choice
in Scandinavian markets where winters are far more extreme than in the UK.
Steel rainwater systems are designed to cope with much greater extremes of
temperature than plastic, and offer minimal movement because the material
resists thermal expansion and contraction. Steel systems do not therefore come
apart at the joints or crack over time. This is a key consideration because in the
summer temperatures can reach upwards of 350C while in the winter it can fall
below -100C.
With steel you get a long life durable installation that, if maintained correctly,
i.e. typically cleaned twice a year, can last up to 40 years with minimal
problems. This is a major benefit to social housing where some of the biggest
maintenance costs associated with these properties is the labour and tool hire
costs of replacing guttering.

The truth is that old habits are often hard to break, so I
suspect that plastic rainwater systems will probably continue
to dominate the market. However, depending on the
installation, other materials such as steel and cast iron have
their place.
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If you are building a roof for a private property, social housing
or your client is looking for added kerb appeal for their home
then consider the alternatives.

Ease of installation
Plastic systems are undoubtedly easy to install being lightweight and having
simple push fit connections. In our head to head I would argue that modern
steel rainwater systems are just as quick, being the lightest of metal options,
with components designed to fit together using jointing clips you can assemble
quickly and easily with just a screwdriver and a hacksaw.
Aesthetics
A rainwater system is clearly visible from the outside of a building, so I’m
surprised that more people don’t stop and consider its aesthetic appeal in
helping to differentiate one building from another.
Like plastic, steel is available in a wide range of colours as well as traditional
black and white standard options. However, with high build polyester coated
steel systems there are some colours, such as metallic silver, that improve a
property’s appeal.
The real difference in appeal comes over time however; some plastic rainwater
systems may discolour when exposed to UV light from the sun. This simply
does not happen with the high build polyester coated steel rainwater systems,
which are also corrosion resistant so will not rust. This means that even
decades later, a steel system will retain its sheen and original colour.
Green credentials
The move to eco friendly houses could be another reason why you should move
to metal.
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Business Development

Attention - A Consumer Tsunami is
Coming - Part two
The Consumer Rights Act 2015 - Overview Don Waterworth, Chartered Building Engineer,
Building Surveyor and Expert Witness
In the last article, I set out the basic premise of the Consumer Rights Act (CRA),
which comes into force on October 1st, and what it will mean for tradespeople and,
of course, consumers.
An important part of the CRA is the remedies that the consumer can insist on
under the CRA if things go wrong.
The consumer has statutory remedies under the CRA when their rights under the
CRA aren't met. Readers of my first article will recall that consumers have a right to
expect that goods be of a satisfactory quality, fit for a particular purpose and should
match the description, sample or model.
Where the goods do not fulfil these criteria, then the consumer’s core remedies
(which were not available in previous consumer law), are as follows:n

Short term right to reject - within the first 30 days
AND (running in parallel to the short term right to reject and extended
beyond the 30days)

n

n

n

First tier remedies: A free repair or free replacement, then if the matter is
not resolved after one repair or replacement or more if the consumer
wishes to have more than one, (any additional repairs after the first
attempt, can be requested by the consumer).
NOTE - If the first tier remedy doesn't fix the problem or there is delay or
inconvenience or another fault appears, the consumer can use the second
tier remedies
Second tier remedies: either the final right to reject or a reduction in
price.

Where you offer 'supply only' products and the consumer rejects the goods, you are
responsible for all reasonable costs of returning the goods to you. Ensure that goods
are inspected when delivered to a customer’s property, each and every item
inspected and passed off by the consumer including the operation of all locks,
handles etc.
Core requirements
Where a consumer states that an installation has not been carried out properly,
then the consumer has the right to a repair or replacement of the goods including
reinstallation and if this is ineffective, the right to a price reduction or the final right
to reject. The short term right to reject does not apply for incorrect installation, i.e.
the right to reject within 30 days.
For roofers then, the consumer cannot wholly reject an installation. Nevertheless,
you must remember that the core requirements of the new CRA will apply to all
aspects of your work:
n

Goods must be of a satisfactory quality.

n

Goods must be fit for purpose and,

n

Should match the description, sample or model.

For roofing contractors, this means that the installation should be carried out to the
required standards of your trade, for example, roof installations should comply with
BS5534:2014 and with any BBA or IAB approvals. Contractors should also comply
with manufacturer’s instructions to the letter, for example ensure that they install
roofing membranes with required 10mm drape.
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Time limits for 'remedies'
There are time limits for the remedies applicable to the
work being carried out. These are generous, and you must
remember that regardless of your guarantee, the consumer
may have a right, under the Limitation Act 1980, to a six
year guarantee.
Your product/parts guarantee should mirror the
guarantees given by your product suppliers. You should
never guarantee any product for a longer period than the
manufacturer does.
Your installation guarantee will be six years under the
Limitation Act 1980 whether you like it or not!
The reverse burden of proof
This is a new and unusual concept within the CRA for
the UK.
Even if you supply and install products and you check
that everything seems fine when you leave the
consumer’s property, any fault found within the product
within the first six months is assumed, under the Act, to
have been present at the time of delivery or installation.
If you do not agree with the 'assumption' that the defect
was present at the time of the installation, then it is your
responsibility as the tradesperson to prove otherwise.
After the first six months, it is the responsibility of the
consumer to show that the goods did not meet the
requirements of the CRA at the time of delivery.
To confuse matters more, where the consumer is using
the short term right to reject, that is within 30 days of
receipt, then this assumption of defect within the first six
months does not apply.
In next month's article, I will be discussing more of the
CRA remedies and what you will need to consider if you
return to site to carry out remedial work.
Important - You will need to get your Contract Terms &
Conditions re-written to comply with the Act. See
adjacent page.
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Commentary

Decarbonising Construction: Where Now
for Government Policy?
The last few years have seen revolutionary changes in the funding and installation of insulation – now mostly swept
away, in a matter of weeks. Ian Claydon, technical manager at URSA Insulation, asks where that leaves the industry
now.
For many years the Government, in conjunction with the big six energy
companies, ran a range of insulation upgrade schemes (especially loft and
cavity wall insulation) aimed at improving the existing housing stock.
This was an undoubted success but fell off the edge of the cliff when the
last scheme, the Carbon Emissions Reduction Scheme (CERT), was
stopped at the end of 2012. This had a dramatic effect on the insulation
industry from the manufacturers to the installers with 100s, if not 1000s, of
redundancies.
The replacement Green Deal scheme was met with a deal of scepticism
from industry due to its complexity and the many different tiers of
providers, assessors, installers etc. Aimed at domestic and commercial
premises, it never received the publicity to push it forward. Its lack of
success resulted in the Green Deal Fund closing in July 2015. Again job
losses are to be expected.
On new build, two big drivers of improved insulation levels and
sustainable construction have also been lost with the Government
scrapping the Code for Sustainable Homes, and Zero Carbon goals, due in
2016 for housing and in 2019 for non-domestic buildings.
Simplistic View
This latter step, was designed to reduce the regulatory burden on
housebuilders to encourage them to build more houses – a rather
simplistic view at best. Industry had spent a considerable amount of time,
effort and money working on the build-up to Zero Carbon, especially with
levels of insulation and Allowable Solutions. However, the construction
industry appears to have done little in preparing for this step change and
probably breathed a sigh of relief at the news!
What then is the size of the problem? Looking at the existing housings
stock there are approximately 24 million homes in the UK, over half of
which are over 20 years old. Despite the success of previous schemes to
encourage energy efficiency it is estimated that there are still 6.1 million
homes with inadequate loft insulation, 8.5 million homes with no cavity
wall insulation and 7 million homes lack solid wall insulation.

In new build, we are currently building approximately 120,000
new houses per year in England and whilst the Building
Regulations where tightened up in 2014 the effect of this is only
now starting to filter through. Further tightening of the
Regulations to accompany the Zero Carbon target has been
dropped with nothing in the pipeline or on-going consultations.
Wales changed their Regulations in July 2014 with considerably
lower elemental U-values than England with Scotland further
tightening of their energy standards due in October 2015 looking
for a 21% reduction in new build CO2 emissions compared to
2010 (compare this to a mere 6% for England when we moved
from the 2010 Regulations to the 2013 version).
The removal of the Zero Carbon Home target will do little to
stimulate more house building, but is very short sighted in
allowing more homes to be built to poor levels of fabric efficiency.
It is difficult to see why improving the level of insulation in
buildings is not viewed as a good thing.
The Construction Products Association (CPA) has developed a
five point plan to enable the whole construction industry to
progress this further:
1.

A programme and agenda from the Government on an
agreed direction and a set of objectives.

2.

An agreed formwork of Regulations and Standards with a
long-term view. It needs to reward good practice and i
nnovation.

3.

Financial processes that are competitive, transparent and l
logical. Any energy efficiency initiative, and its benefits,
need to be readily understood by the consumer (in many
cases the homeowner).

4.

Verification and certification that ensures complaint and c
ompleted works. One of the criticisms of the existing
building Regulations on energy conservation is the lack of a
rigorous sampling and testing regime to ensure that all
dwellings comply, not just that proportion tested.

5.

Communication to all key stake holders identifying relevant
key messages.

In summary, the Government needs to give all of the construction
industry a clear directive on how it now intends to target energy
efficiency in new and existing buildings. This must be aimed at
improving the fabric energy efficiency beyond the current
inadequate standards. Insulation is a ‘fit and forget’ technique
that must be done to the right levels and correctly from the outset
– certainly well before any of the eco-measures with their
associated costs, maintenance and possibly limited lifespan.
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Lifestiles feature

Lifestiles: The Traditional British Choice
Lifestiles Limited is a UK family-run company
specialising in natural roofing materials. Lifestiles offer
the complete range of clay roof tiles and accessories,
natural stone slates and natural roofing slate.
Co-founders and directors, Mike Chillery and Dave
Osborn between them have over 45 years’ experience and
expertise in the roofing industry, from manufacture to
sales - specifying to supply - all at your disposal.
Mike and Dave will be pleased to hear from you and help
with orders, drawings, specifications, and installation
advice.
Lifestiles prides itself on offering a solution for any
situation, ensuring excellent customer service throughout
your project and guaranteeing customer satisfaction.
Lifestiles’ clay tiles are available in the Ashbury and
Ashvale ranges.
Ashbury Clay Roof Tiles
The Ashbury handmade clay roof tile is one of the few
genuinely handmade clay roof tiles available on the
market today. The Ashbury offers individuality in
appearance and a blend that achieves a timeless look
equally at home on renovation or new build projects.
The Ashbury range includes six individual and pre-mixed
colours, offering you more choice and flexibility and
ensuring your finished roof is exactly how your client
wants it.
Their manufacture is traditional with each tile being
produced by hand. The Ashbury tile cannot be produced
by machinery - the distinctive shades and slight
variations of size, camber and texture give the unique
appearance so sought after in these days of mass
production.

Indeed, Lifestiles can also make ‘bespoke’ clay tile mixes, tailor made to your exact
specification.
English Aesthetic
The traditional Lifestiles production of their roof tile ranges is the same now as it
has been for the 500 year history of the UK clay roof tile industry.
In fact, the size specification of Lifestiles’ products remains the same today as
when English plain tiles were first standardised by Edward IV in 1477!
This means that Lifestiles gives a traditional English appearance on all buildings
creating a quality, vernacular aesthetic, so important for sensitive planning projects.

The Ashbury clay roof tiles are an ideal solution for new
build, renovation or restoration projects and with a
variety of carefully selected blends makes it the perfect
choice.

Lifestiles’ products have withstood the harsh rigours of the British climate since
their first installations some 30 years ago. All of their clay products are tested to
British Standards by independent global experts Ceram Research, giving you the
look you require with complete peace of mind for the future.

Ashvale Clay Roof Tiles

Chilborn Natural Roofing Slate

Designed and produced to give the beautiful weathered
appearance of traditional roofs, the Ashvale range creates
classic heritage charm.

Lifestiles also offer quality Spanish slate in three grades for a beautiful and reliable
roof finish. With a full detailed specification Chilborn natural slate is easy to grade
and lay. Why not request a sample?

Ashvale roof tiles are manufactured by mechanically
extruding the wet clay into a ribbon and then forming the
tile by hand. During humidity controlled drying, a varying
cross camber is created in the tile which recreates the
texture and diversity of artisan production. Fittings are
formed entirely by hand before being dried and fired.

Cotswold Vale Stone

All tiles are rigorously tested in an on-site laboratory
throughout production ensuring they meet British
Standards.
Guaranteed for 30 years, Lifestiles’ clay tile product range
is completed with a full collection of specials, fittings
and ventilation products.

Lifestiles’ natural Cotswold Vale stone tiles complete the product portfolio. Cut
from oolithic limestone for the authentic Cotswold look, this traditional heritage
roofing is suitable for re-roofs, extensions and new builds.
Lifestiles’ clients include architects, developers, self-builders, roofing contractors,
building and roofing merchants and home owners.
Please feel free to call on 01787 237 057, or email sales@lifestiles.co.uk with your
queries.
Or simply browse www.lifestiles.co.uk at your leisure and take the first step to
having the roof you desire.
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Working at Height

Is Safety First an Empty Slogan?
For a roofing contractor, the business reality is that an accident stops
work, eats into budgets and timescales and can result in enormous fines,
raised insurance costs and loss of business reputation. Poor safety
practices can make recruitment and retention difficult and in these times
of threatening skill shortages, that, too, can be a pressing business reason
to integrate safety into business planning and practice.
Only when ‘safe practice’ is seen as affecting the ‘whole business’ will
both issues stop being in apparent conflict.
Let’s take an illustrative scenario. Joe is recruited as a roofer on day work
for a refurbishment project by Traditional Roofers Limited (TRL). Joe
works alongside the TRL directly-employed roofers. Before he starts work
his CSCS card is checked, he is given a copy of some site policies and a
ticklist which he must complete. For good measure he is sent on a one
day H&S course which consists of sitting through two talks, a film and a
multiple choice questionnaire.
On the first day on site TRL site supervisor, Bill, runs through site
practice policies, work at height measures and declares himself the
person to speak to if there are any H&S concerns. The first few weeks of
the job go well but when Joe realises the board covers over the rooflight
openings have been taken away too early he speaks to Bill.

Roofing Contractors that boast ‘safety first’ as part of their business
marketing should be lauded, shouldn’t they?
Afterall, the long-lasting, life-changing results of a safety failure when
working at height are just too devastating to contemplate; not only for the
injured person, but for their spouse, children, parents, wider family and
friends.
As you are reading this, just stop for five seconds. Now spend those five
seconds really thinking about the impact such an accident would have on
you and your loved ones. So safety first is a sound principle?
Well, yes and no! Individually, your safety does come before everything else.
Nothing else can be more important, because without maintaining your own
safety you won’t be around for long to continue working. Eventually your
luck will run out.
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But for contractor companies, the slogan ‘safety first’ echoes with all the
depth of a roofing membrane! We know that in business what comes first is
not safety but profit – a mixture of winning work, working on budget and
completing on time to ultimately make profit. Safe working at height is just
one element of that mix, and often one that gets discounted.
So, a far more convincing safety ethos is slightly more sophisticated and –
more credibly – thought out than just ‘safety first’. A credible and realistic
safety ethos will acknowledge the personal impact of injury and death
ensuing from a safety failure – but, primarily, it will focus on the business
case for safe working practices.
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Bill’s next move will be determined by the kind of safety ethos TRL
actually has, as opposed to the one it says it has. Will Bill tell Joe he’ll
deal with it and then find a reason to not hire him again? Or will Bill give
Joe a pat on the back for raising an issue which could cause an accident
and negatively impact the business’s bottom line?
The outcome will be determined by how TRL, the main contractor and
the client all regard safety. Will they work together for a common goal of
no accidents or risks to health on site because they understand the costs
to their businesses if they don’t? Or will the pressure on tight margins
and unrealistic deadlines mean that TRL takes the attitude that there is
no room for inconveniences or stoppages even if lives are at risk? Will the
principal contractor’s site manager think that as the relevant box has
been ticked, there is no problem? As principal contractors they have
covered themselves and are not interested in safety any further than that?
And will the client similarly think that all bases have been covered with a
Construction Phase Plan and Health & Safety file?
Unless all parties see a common benefit in ensuring safety nothing will be
done. Each element of the project – roofer, sub-contractor, principal
contractor and client - all need to be united in the knowledge that an
accident is against all their interests and their businesses will suffer
should one occur.
With such an understanding, roofing contractors and those roofers that
work for them need no longer hesitate to raise any health or safety issues
they come across. With a genuine business safety culture that fully
realises the business costs of accidents and ill-health, bringing such
issues to light would be applauded and those that did so would be
sought after and regarded as the best type of workers to employ.
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Profile

Industry-Leader Profile:
Anthony Carlyle, Managing Director, IKO Polymeric
The company has also introduced a £170k camera
system to automate quality control. The production of
IKO’s membranes is a highly precise process.
Computers measure the thickness of membrane
coming down the line in microns making minute
adjustments imperceptible to the naked eye. The new
system will mark any errors with a barcode so that
they can be quickly pinpointed and eliminated without
searching through rolls for the affected piece.
Consistency of colour is also monitored, as factory
manager Andrew Salmon explains, “Unlike rolls of
wallpaper which can be marked with a batch number
for the customer to match up slight shade variations,
each roll of membrane must be the same consistent
colour shade from one day to the next.”
“Roofing contractors are a discerning lot and we
would soon know about it if there was even a tiny
variation in shade once the roof is laid!”

They say all the best entrepreneurs start in sales.
Why? Because if you earn your living from sales you make it your business to supply
a consistently good product, to exceed the competitors’ offer, provide excellent
customer service and look for new opportunities - all valuable training for heading a
thriving business.
And, there was never a more accurate truism in the case of Anthony Carlyle,
managing director of roofing membrane manufacturers IKO Polymeric, which is
celebrating its tenth anniversary this year.
Anthony came to the IKO group with a background in sales from Marley. Attracted to
IKO by its strong family ethos and respect for its people, Anthony started with a team
of just three. Migrating IKO’s roofing customer base, in 2005 the company formed a
new division focused on single ply roofing.
In 2010 the company opened its purpose-built Clay Cross manufacturing facility near
Chesterfield in Derbyshire. With steady growth the division changed its name in 2013
to IKO Polymeric, and is the only UK manufacturer of single ply roofing. And since
then, IKO Polymeric’s growth has been phenomenal.
With 30% growth in the past 12 months and a turnover in excess of £20m, Anthony
acknowledges, “It’s a great story, but success brings its own challenges. We are now
operating at full capacity and have started to implement a plan for expansion”.
The company is still building up stock levels after a two week close down in August
while new plant was installed at Clay Cross to improve efficiency and double
capacity by the end of the year. A new £1m winder will wind and package the
finished product in one smooth operation, not only cutting out waste and ensuring an
evenly wound roll, but saving money.
Although the single ply market is flourishing with many roofing contractors reporting
that they can’t keep up with demand, the 20% rise in costs of the raw PVC resin from
which pellets and IKO’s polymer membranes are manufactured means that the
pressure on costs is acute. IKO Polymeric has sought to maintain their prices by
investing in efficiency and plans are underway to increase IKO’s in-house production
of PVC pellets from 75% to 100%.
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With another fortnight’s close down planned in
December for additional installations, arrangements
are in place to ensure UK supply with distributor
partner, SIG Design and Technology. This is vital to
support the burgeoning UK market.
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The doubling of IKO Polymeric’s market since 2013
has seen Anthony’s original sales team of 3 expand to
12 with plans for further recruitment in the next year.
And it is to the strength of this team that Anthony
attributes IKO Polymeric’s success: “Our competitors
have grown too but we have been able to maintain
and grow our customer base because of our strong
sales force.”
“Our sales team all come from a background in roofing.
Importantly, they are backed up with great technical
and admin support. It’s all about the consistency of
service we offer to our customers.”
With the current era of head-hunting and inter-industry
poaching rife, Anthony is proud that only one
employee has ever left his team.
“In some ways I’m nostalgic for the days ten years ago
when we were a team of three celebrating each major
project win with a meal,” Anthony mused.
“We’re so busy that we don’t do that now, but I make
sure that we have team get togethers at least twice a
year. There were 27 of us at the last one,” Anthony
adds.
With predictions that the current 80 strong workforce
will reach 100 by next year, and plans to double sales
again by 2020, IKO Polymeric surely deserves to
celebrate its tenth anniversary by thoroughly pushing
the boat out.
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Envirotile
Envirotile offers unrivalled technical performance
along with excellent eco-credentials. Its precision
design utilises the latest in recycled material
technology, ensuring every tile meets the highest
standards. BBA tested : easily conforms to New
recommended guidelines in BS:5534-2014

Extremely robust - No more foot traffic problems or
concerns to tiled areas.
Guaranteed - to give your customers a truly amazing
unrivalled performance that will undoubtably minimise
your future maintenance costs.
Up to 25% quicker to fit and 80% lighter than a
standard concrete tile.
Maintains integrity at a minimum low pitch of 12.5
degrees.
Resistant to mould, moss and fungus.
Complies with the Code for Sustainable Homes
Fixed and interlocked in eight places making it
significantly more vandal and burglar proof.
Contact us on 0845 2697137
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Training

Funding For a Better Workforce
Nigel Johnston, General Manager at the Lead Sheet Association takes a look at how the Specialist Apprenticeship
Programme in leadwork can help benefit individuals and companies alike

CITB recognises it is important to have well trained
staff in the construction industry which is why this
funding is available. If you are not CITB registered but
are looking to up-skill your staff, it is well worth
Having worked at the Lead Sheet Association for over 18 years and played a central
discussing with them what is on offer and exploring
role in developing many of the courses we have on offer, one of the key questions that registration as it could help you considerably.
come up again and again from course participants is ‘what funding is available to
Don’t despair if you are self-employed as most courses,
me?’
with the exception of the SAP and the SUP, do allow
It can be a confusing and complex area to navigate which is why, once we have
you to claim daily grant as well. For the Basic Bossing
identified the best course for someone, we also spend time with them exploring their and Welding course you can get £50 per day for training
funding options. To make this even simpler we have also just produced a new guide
and the City and Guilds also offers an enhanced £100
to funding and grants which is available on our website.
grant per day. However, you do need to be part of the
CITB Labour Only Sub-contractor scheme.
The options roughly divide into two areas, those working in or running a company,
and those that are self-employed. There is some overlap so do look at the funding
The LSA can also provide information on Career
guide for more details on what is available.
Development Loans and is also happy to discuss
Finding funding for training either for yourself or your employees can be a minefield.
Nigel Johnston, General Manager at the Lead Sheet Association helps guide you
through the different options so you don’t miss out.

flexible payment plans to help you spread the costs of
course fees.
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Finding out more
There has never been a better time to think about
improving your own skills or those of your staff. The
construction industry is set to grow as the economy
improves so don’t miss out by not having the
appropriate skills to help you and your business grow.

Running a company and CITB registered
If you run a company and the main business of that company is wholly or mainly
working in construction, and you are registered with the CITB, then it opens up a
range of potential funding for you and your employees.
If you send any of your staff on a Basic Bossing and Welding Courses you can claim
£50 per day in grant support. If you send staff on the City and Guilds Leadworker
Certificate, this increases to an enhanced grant of £100 per day. This support can rise
considerably further when sending an employee on a Specialist Apprenticeship
Programme (SAP). Up to £7,650 is available for the two years of the SAP which covers
the course fees and includes a contribution of £3000 to the cost of external training.
The Level 3 SAP also attracts significant funding with up to £4,125 available.
Grant support is also available for employees that have experience of leadworking but
perhaps no formal qualifications. The newly developed Specialist Upskilling
Programme, or SUP, helps staff with experience achieve a Level 2 qualification and
depending on the number of days needed (a minimum of 5 and a maximum of 13)
there is potential grant available of up to £2,775.
An alternative assessment for those with experience is the On Site Assessment or
OSAT. Part or full grants may be available to pay for the assessment process – it is
best to check with LSA staff to confirm the availability of these grants.
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Event

Greenbuild Expo Returns to Manchester Central in November
Greenbuild Expo returns to Manchester Central in November – running
alongside a new event – Buildings & Energy Efficiency (BEE), which has been
launched to offer built environment professionals access to all the latest
products and solutions to create buildings for the future.
As well as access to guidance on energy efficiency, green retrofit and much
more, both events will feature free conference programmes with expert
speakers offering inspiring content on everything from renewable energy to offsite construction.
n Behavioural change – have you tackled some of the most
Greenbuild Expo and BEE are designed to give visitors the tools they need to
low-cost solutions yet?
produce innovative, low-energy buildings and truly green developments.
n Specifying sustainable materials
The two events together will offer visitors fantastic opportunity to discover the n The road to zero carbon
latest innovation when it comes to energy efficiency and renewable energy, as
n BIM
well as opportunities to see the latest sustainable products and materials,
n Training
hearing from those who have put these technologies through their paces.
Speakers already confirmed for the events include Balfour Beatty, The Energy
Institute, Zero Carbon Hub, Energy Institute, British Institute of Facilities
Managers (BIFM), National Energy Foundation (NEF), BRE, University of
Salford, Association of Public Sector Excellence - Energy (APSE – Energy),
BSRIA, Schneider Electric and the BRE.

n Building Regs updates
n Refurbishment solutions
n Passivhaus

A popular feature returning to Greenbuild Expo for 2015 is
Ignition, the UK’s only woodfuel event. With a dedicated
Topics covered will include:
seminar programme and exhibition area, Ignition15 will
n Legislation affecting commercial building performance MEES/MEPS
include advice on incorporating biomass into sustainable
n Upgrading existing properties to improve energy efficiency and reduce bills developments.
Greenbuild Expo and Buildings & Energy Efficiency take
n Building services solutions – lighting, heating, BMS
place on 10th and 11th November at Manchester Central. To
n Funding for renewables and energy-efficiency measures
find out more and for free registration please visit
n ESOS legislation – are you ready?
www.greenbuildexpo.co.uk and www.beeexpo.co.uk and
n Energy monitoring and control
follow @greenbuildexpo and @b_eeonline on Twitter.
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Regulation

What Does CDM2015 Mean for your
Homeowner Client?
Louise Hosking, Hosking Associates Ltd

The Construction (Design & Management) Regulations
2015 (CDM) came into force on 6th April 2015 and has
implications for your clients organising work on their
home.
Previously, the majority of CDM only applied in the
commercial sector. But statistics tell us it’s the smaller
jobs where most accidents occur – not larger
construction projects where there are more resources and
greater supervision.
CDM covers construction, alteration, renovation and
maintenance and this now includes work by contractors
in domestic homes for the first time. It sets legal
standards on site safety arrangements including the
provision of adequate welfare facilities. Duty holders
must be identified as follows:
n

The client

n

Contractors

n

The Principal Contractor (PC) (where there is more
than one contractor)

n

Designers

n

The Principal Designer (PD)

Pre-construction (or hazard) information must be
available before starting. This could include the location
of asbestos or how to access a fragile roof area. It may
include drawings which show how an existing roof was
constructed, or the location of rainwater drainage
services. This may mean additional survey work (and
time) before the job starts.
A Construction Phase Plan (CPP) must be completed
before work starts (for every project.) The regulations
specify standards of how the contractor or PC must
manage site safety to protect not only those working
there, but anyone else who could be affected. The CITB
have created a CPP app which can be used to create a
plan with minimal fuss. Both the CITB and HSE have
templates on their websites too.
Designers must create a concept which can be safely
built, used, maintained, and ultimately decommissioned.
This could mean installing rooflights which can be
maintained from the inside, or choosing an alternative to
solvent based chemical products during construction.
Health & Safety File
If a PD has been appointed, a Health & Safety file must
be collated by them during the project and presented at
the end. It is likely we will see files being requested by
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conveyance solicitors when property is bought and sold in the future. This
‘handover pack’ includes information on exactly what has been built, the
sequence of build, materials or components installed and how.
The regulations recognise that members of the public commissioning work on
their own homes cannot be held accountable in the same manner as commercial
clients. Duties are still there, but usually transferred to the PC (or contractor if
there is only one).
In most cases, all domestic clients should be concerned with is appointing the PC
& PD in writing, and ensuring the Health & Safety file is provided at the end
where there is more than one contractor involved in the project. My advice to
homeowners is to ask for a commitment from the PD or PC, in writing, to ensure
the file will be provided on completion.
However, homeowners who actively choose not to cooperate with their roofer’s
efforts to work safely could be held responsible - especially if they give an
instruction, contrary to good advice, which later leads to an incident.
At the end of 2014, the HSE commissioned research
(http://www.hse.gov.uk/research/rrhtm/rr1016.htm) which asked homeowners how
they choose their contractors. Very few mentioned safety. This may have to change
in the future if, having completed a new roof or extension, the purchaser requests
a Health & Safety file which has never been created, and results in potential
delays or complications with a sale.
The HSE have been keen to emphasise a proportionate response. A risk-based
approach should be taken; where several trades are a necessity, when structural
alteration is being undertaken, or working at height is required, a greater
consideration to safety is required.
The aim of the new legislation is to make everyone think before even one ladder is
erected or a roof tile is removed. If followed, there should be fewer surprises along
the way. There is a cost to greater safety and supervision which will be passed on.
But if it is your child, sibling, spouse or parent who cannot enjoy their lives
following an accident you would definitely argue it’s a price worth paying.
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Product Road Test

Youngman Ladder Road Test
How do you choose your roofing ladders when making a new purchase?
Roofing Today asked three roofing contractor readers to road test three different Youngman
ladders. Each contractor used the ladders for a couple of weeks as they went about their usual roofing work.
The contractors were invited to rate the ladders 1-10, (1=poor, 10=excellent) and we have averaged out each contractor’s overall score. The roofers were also asked
to make comments on several criteria: slip resistance; length; ease of use and handling; versatility; value; safety and security; ease to rack or store; and durability.
Finally, the road testers gave an overall opinion.
Contractor MW Roofing (N/W) Ltd Rochdale
01706 550745
Youngman model: Three section extension ladder
This ladder was used on a new build extension, a
full re-roof, as well as during an inspection for
general pricing. Mark Wild gave the ease of use and
handling full marks remarking on the ladders being
very smooth when extending and said the wheels
on the tip of the ladder were handy when extending
up a wall for fascia, or guttering work. Another hit
was the slip resistance, which was said to feel
extremely safe with the ladder’s rubber feet
providing good peace of mind.
Safety and security was highlighted as a big plus:
“Feels very well built and sturdy, no wobbling and
Contractor: James Lucas Roofing Services, Sheffield 0114 2303660
Youngman model: Industrial 500
James Lucas used the ladders for roof repairs, accessing the roof for a survey
and gutter cleaning. Attention was drawn to the length of the ladders saying
it comfortably reached the areas they needed to access, and at just under 10
metres when extended fully they said it would easily cope with any roof they
worked on. They were also very impressed with how light the ladders were
commenting that handling is possible with one person and simple with two:
“The wheels at the top of the ladder
make it a breeze to push up the top
section.” The length also meant that
they could split the ladders and use
them separately for gutter/fascia
cleaning & repairs on smaller houses
without the need for an additional
set of ladders. Slip resistance was a
slight issue: “The grip on the rungs
is satisfactory but I felt for a new
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Contractor: Davie Brothers, Newton Abbot,
Devon 01626 821799
Youngman model: Combi 100 2.5m
Davie Brothers Ltd. Used the ladders for
access to low level areas and roofs for
inspection, access to scaffold lifts and
maintenance works inside and out. Davie
Brothers found the Combi 100 2.5m ideal for
lower level access work and inspection of
roofs and gutters. They highlighted the ease
of use as the ladder’s best feature saying
“Instructions on the side help but it is very
easy to work out what goes where if using as
a standalone ladder. Lightweight with a good
reach. Liked the locking parts of the ladder for
carrying and when erected.”
Safety and security was another score, with
its stability, light weight and compact design

rubbers on the bottom give you
extra safety.”
While Mark said that ideally he
would have preferred an even
longer ladder, he added, “but
they do work for all different kinds of
construction”. The ladders were seen as good
value for money and fairly priced and “for
what quality you get they are definitely worth
the purchase.” The fact that the ladders can
be dismantled into three sections made them
perfect for accessing smaller roofs. The overall
opinion was very positive: “Very good ladder,
very well built, definitely worth the money.”
Overall Average Score 9.87/10

ladder it could have been more
pronounced.” Storage wasn’t a
problem, with the ladders
neatly fitting on the James
Lucas long wheel base van.
The overall opinion was “They’ve definitely
been a welcome addition to our range of
ladders. Although not as compact or
manoeuvrable as our treble ladders, they are
lighter and smoother to lift and when not
having to navigate tight working areas they
make the job far easier. Anyone who works at
height often would benefit from having a set
of ladders like this, making harder jobs feel
much more secure and safe.”
Overall Average Score: 7.5/10

all praised. Davie Brothers
found the ladders perfect for
stairs or flat areas for access
and inspection and, if used
with a ladder restraint, said it
could also be used with hand tools.
The locking elements made it easier to store,
but Davie Brothers commented “It would be
easier and quicker to rack and store if the
stabilisers were retractable without needing a
spanner.” Overall, the contractor scored the
ladders at 7.75/10 and in conclusion said:
“We’re very impressed with the ladder.
Definitely fills the gap in ladders we have for
low level access work to be done safely.
Domestic customers commented on it as
being something they would use too.”
Overall Average Score: 7.75/10
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Event

Everybody’s Going to the Build Show!
As part of UK Construction Week, the largest construction trade event in the UK,
the Build Show http://bit.ly/1HzRgDT has been established as a must see on the
trade calendar with an abundance of exhibitors signed up and a raft of
prestigious event partners showing their support.
Taking place at the NEC in Birmingham from 6 – 8 October, the Build Show is
free to attend and will provide a powerful opportunity for the construction
industry to network, learn, share and trade together as the market enters a new
phase of prosperity.
In addition, the show will also incorporate Civils Expo – a dedicated section
bringing together leading suppliers of the latest technologies, systems and
products required in the civil engineering sector.
The Build Show is supported by the industry’s trade groups and associations,
including the National Federation of Roofing Contractors (NFRC), Federation of
Master Builders (FMB), the Construction Products Association (CPA), the
National House Building Council (NHBC), the Chartered Institute of Building
(CIOB), the National Federation of Builders (NFB), the Home Builders Federation
(HBF), Glenigan, and the Building Research Establishment (BRE).
Registering to attend the Build Show is quick, easy and free at
www.ukconstructionweek.com.
What’s on at the show?

legislation changes including the Consumer Rights Act and
the CDM regulations.
Who is exhibiting at the show?
Among those showcasing their latest product innovations
and services are:

The Build Show’s comprehensive seminar programme is bursting with high
quality content that will make visiting well worthwhile, with the opportunity to
learn new skills and about industry developments.

n SIG Distribution

The seminar content has three main streams: The Homebuilding Theatre, the
Site Zone and the BIM Prospects Theatre. Visitors will also be able to access
the Careers Centre in association with the House Builders Federation and a
commercial vehicle test drive zone.

n Screwfix,

Focused on helping builders and contractors ‘Learn to Earn’, the Site Zone will
offer a hands-on interactive experience with training, workshops and
demonstrations about competing for and winning work, managing costs and
cash flow and practical ways to save time and money on site. Sessions will
focus on issues such as what you need to know to make apprenticeships work,
making the most of government funding and tracking down alternative financing
sources.
The Infrastructure Hub will host the hottest topics for civil engineers, including
the expansion of England's motorways and main A roads, high speed rail and
the potential construction of new nuclear power stations.
The BIM Prospects Theatre will feature seminars on the practical delivery of
COBie, delivery of International Foundation Class (IFC), making BIM work for
product manufacturers, classification of products and making sure your business
is ready for BIM Level 2.
Aimed at residential construction professionals, the Homebuilding theatre will
feature debatesl starting with the discussion about the state of house building in
the UK –house prices, shortages and possible solutions to the current crisis other topics will include self-build, land supply, training, skills shortages, energy
efficiency and overcoming the performance gap.
The second day’s workshops will look at winning business with a bidding
workshop in the morning, followed by sessions on closing the performance gap,
opportunities in the custom and self-build market and a communications master
class to give SME builders the lowdown on PR, marketing and social media.
The final day kicks off with a workshop about winning work in the public sector,
before moving the focus to BIM and the impact and opportunities it can offer
SME builders. The seminar programme comes to an end with a roundup of
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n Festool
n CEMEX UK
n FIAT Professional
n Internorm
n OX Group
n Toolstation
n Rated People
For the full list of exhibitors please see
http://www.ukconstructionweek.com/build-show/exhibitors.
Andy Holmes, Commercial Director from SIG Distribution:
“As part of UK Construction Week, the Build Show will
bring together the whole building industry, it makes sense
for anyone involved in the design, specification and
construction of modern, energy efficient and truly
sustainable buildings to be a part of it.”
What else is on at UK Construction Week?
Uniquely UK Construction Week will provide visitors with
the opportunity to network with professionals from across
the entire spectrum of the construction industry. Bringing
nine different tradeshows under one roof, the event will
unite more than 55,000 visitors with 1,000 exhibitors.
In addition to the Build Show, visitors will be able to attend
Timber Expo, the Surface and Materials Show, Energy 2015,
Kitchens & Bathrooms Live, Plant & Machinery Live, HVAC
2015, Smart Buildings 2015 and Grand Designs Live.
Enquiry 3
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GREAT
IDEAS

Filon Feature

Filon at London Gliding Club

IN EVERY DETAIL.

THE INTERNATIONAL NUMBER 1
A wide range in great detail: Experience the trade fair highlight of the year for your job success!
See www.dach-holz.com/visitors for further information on exhibitors and the supporting program.

Filon was called upon to provide a refurbishment solution for the Grade 2 listed
London Gliding Club Building in Totternhoe, Bedfordshire, at the foot of the
Dunstable Downs.
The Club is one of the largest and oldest of its kind in the UK, having been in
existence since 1930. In 1935 the original wooden hangars at the site were
replaced on the present building designed by the renowned architect and club
member Kit Nicholson.
In recent years, the building had deteriorated and the decision was taken to
carry out refurbishment to the roofing and cladding.
This presented an unusual challenge. The local planning department insisted
on replacement using a profile to match the existing asbestos cement cladding,

to comply with the requirements of the building’s listing.
However, during a previous refurbishment the cladding had
been replaced incorrectly, with the same profile used for walls
and roofing.
After being approached by the client's architect, the
Technical Department at Filon responded by modifying an
existing GRP roofing profile to provide a practical solution
which performed the dual roles of wall and roof sheeting,
whilst conforming to the aesthetic requirements of the
planners.
Industrial and commercial roofing specialist, Advanced
Roofing Services of Forest Row, East Sussex were appointed
as roofing contractor and carried out the very successful
removal of existing roof and wall sheets and the installation of
the new Filon sheeting.
Filon's triple reinforced GRP sheeting, Supasafe was used on
the roof and was complemented by matching translucent
rooflight sheets. For the walls, Filon's double reinforced DR-30
was used. These two outstandingly strong yet still relatively
thin and lightweight products were chosen to provide a very
strong and durable roof to provide long term non-fragility and
enable the roof and walls to cope with the possible high wind
loads on the exposed site.
Filon DR and Supasafe roofsheets and rooflights are are
available in three fire resistant grades to meet current
Building Regulations for Fire Safety.
www.filon.co.uk
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02. – 05. FEBRUARY 2016

STUTTGART EXHIBITION CENTER
TUESDAY – FRIDAY 9 A.M. – 6 P.M.
Order your ticket now at: www.dach-holz.com/tickets

Even bigger in terms of size and opportunity for success: with
a whole lot more to offer, DACH+HOLZ International 2016 in
Stuttgart promises even more diversity in the range of new products and innovations. Visit the trade fair and explore the unrivaled
wealth of offers.
We look forward to seeing you there!

www.dach-holz.com
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Letters

Liquid Roofing

It’s Bye-Bye Green Deal, and
Hello Individual Green
Initiatives

LRWA Celebrate First Basic Competency
Programme in Parliament

Dear Editor
The Chancellor is on a mission to cut Government
expenditure where and when he can, getting others –
individual taxpayers, companies and investors - to
fund projects themselves wherever possible.
Government hasn’t exactly made this clear, but it does
seem that it’s no longer driving everything Green.
Increasingly that’s down to us, individual
homeowners, businesses and industry.

Building London’s 16 mile long super sewer is a clear
example. With a price tag of £4.2bn it’s eye wateringly
expensive. Is it needed? Many say not, and critics are
right to point out the estimated costs to the taxpayer
for the ongoing maintenance and improvement of the
sewer. Not to mention the risks involved in digging
the new ‘super sewer’, which include undermining the
foundations of Big Ben!
A study commissioned by Ofwat by Jacobs/Babtie
shows that a mixed solution combining different
elements including Sustainable Urban Drainage
Systems (SuDS) could be implemented for around 50%
of the cost of the tunnel-only solution, a saving of
£2.1bn.
Thames Water and the Government say London’s
Victorian sewers are overwhelmed. When excess water
from heavy rains and storms pours into the sewers the
system quickly hits capacity and combined raw
sewage and rainwater discharges into the river and
streets. The European Commission took the UK to the
European Court over the frequency of these spillages
and the court ruled against the UK in 2012.
This isn’t a London problem, it’s an urban problem.
We’ve covered over so much of our urban spaces with
roads, paving and concrete – all impermeable surfaces
- that water can’t drain away quickly.
It’s too late to stop the super sewer project and save
billions. But technology has moved on. Dealing with
water when and where it falls is a more cost effective,
naturally efficient option, starting with the roof. By
capturing, retaining, and releasing rainwater in a
controlled fashion using green roofs the volume of
water runoff is reduced and there’s less potential for
contamination.
The Government is handing responsibility for ‘green’
initiatives to businesses and industry to drive, and
that sounds a lot harder, but it may be a more certain,
secure way forward. Either way, it’s bye-bye Green
Deal, and hello individual green initiatives and
infrastructure such as living roofs and SuDS.

Yours sincerely
Andy Williamson

Group Managing Director, IKO Plc

(left to right) David Roberts & Lee Holden (Polyroof Products Ltd), Simon
Barnes Nick Seaton, David Hanson MP, Mark Seaton, Jack Seaton, Terry Wain
(LRWA)

The Liquid Roofing and Waterproofing Association (LRWA) is celebrating
the completion of the first Basic Competency Programme (BCP), a roofing
industry led initiative led by LRWA and Polyroof Products. The candidates
who completed the first BCP were from Telnik Roofing Ltd, based in
Aylesbury. They were presented with their certificates by David Hanson MP
and Chairman of the All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) for the Roofing
Industry at the Houses of Parliament.
The BCP acknowledges the contribution of manufacturers to creating a
skills base through their training which also satisfies the requirements of
the red, experienced worker CSCS card. The BCP manufacturer training
programme supports training, competencies and qualifications in all roofing
disciplines: flat, metal and pitched roofing.
The programme is aimed at experienced operatives with a minimum if of
two years’ experience on site. Competencies for the BCP have been mapped
against the requirements of NVQ level 2, ensuring health and safety and
basic roof technology to the required standard. This ground breaking new
training programme is supported by the CSCS, CITB and major roof trade
associations.
Having obtained a BCP Certificate an operative can then apply to upgrade
from a green card to a red, experienced worker CSCS card. The operative
should then work towards achieving a blue skilled worker card within three
years.
Held at Polyroof’s recently upgraded training facilities in Flint, North Wales,
the extended course lasted for three days and covered all liquid roofing as
well as wider subjects, such as contract planning.
David Hanson MP helped commemorate the achievement and commented,
“It was a pleasure to present the first ever BCP Certificates for this
pioneering training programme. It’s fantastic that Polyroof, a company
within my own Delyn constituency, was responsible for conducting the
training and let’s hope that many more roofers can benefit from it in the
future. Where better to hold the ceremony than underneath the roof of
Westminster Hall which, dating back to 1098, is probably one of the oldest
in the UK.”
After the success of the very first BCP training at Polyroof, LRWA is now
expanding this pilot scheme to a further ten manufacturers and has targeted
the issuing of over 100 Basic Competency certificates by the end of the year.
For more information on the LRWA see www.lrwa.org.uk.
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Pasquill’s Posi-Attics Creates Scottish Church Win Win

The House that Eurocell Built

Pasquill, the UK’s largest supplier of roof trusses, has
manufactured and supplied unusually large-scale Posi-attics for
a historic church in Nairn near Inverness as part of a fascinating
conversion of the Listed building into a children’s nursery. With
a clear span of over 14 metres - supported only at the external
walls - and a height of 7 metres, the Posi-attics are possibly the
largest ever manufactured by Pasquill. Indeed, they were too
large to transport to site in single sections. With their superior
spanning capabilities, Posi-joistsTM facilitate better design
freedom, and are ideal for large room in the roof applications.
Since Posi-attics are manufactured off-site and craned into
position, they offer distinct health and safety advantages.
Sheridan Peter MacRae of Metric Architecture said: “The use of
Pasquill’s Posi-attics allowed this great old building to be saved.
All other options were not economically viable and we were at a
point where the project might have had to be abandoned.
However, Pasquill’s team made a solution that allowed the
project’s huge loads to be spanned and some original trusses to be retained in situ, which was a
‘win-win’ for all concerned.” For more information on Pasquill visit www.pasquill.co.uk. Enquiry
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Queen Mary University Library Collecting Solar Energy

The library roof at the Queen Mary University of London (QMUL)
had surpassed its natural life expectancy and been experiencing
considerable water ingress, requiring urgent remedial work to
prevent disruption to students. The 2,000m2 roof area was
surveyed by flat roof specialists Bauder, who proposed stripping
the existing roof covering down to the structural metal deck and
replacing it with a high quality and long lasting bituminous system.
The client also decided to use energy producing solar panels. The
main library roof and three connecting tank rooms were all
waterproofed with Bauder’s premium bituminous system, BTRS,
which is capable of withstanding permanently sited loads of up to
2000Kg/m2 and has a life expectancy in excess of 40 years. The
system build-up included a highly efficient 120mm PIR FA-TE
insulation for superior thermal performance, and tapered insulation
to effectively provide drainage falls. Roof areas totalling 1,000m²
were fitted with 126 monocrystalline PV modules, set at a 10 degree angle to optimise energy
generation. The panels are expected to generate 32.43 MWh of energy within the first year and deliver
CO2 savings of 17.155 tonnes, equal to 8,358 kg of coal burned. The PV system was installed using
a unique drill-free technique by R T Roofing Services in just two days.
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UK Worker of the Year Finalist
Announced After Record Entries

UK Worker of the Year organisers are set to
announce this year’s lucky finalists, after a
record number of entries in the 2015
competition. UK Worker of the Year, run by
legendary workwear brand Dickies, is now in its
sixth year, with Dickies looking to recognise and
reward hard work in the UK. This year’s lucky
finalists will all attend a judging day on the 16th
October at Brands Hatch at the final MCE
British Superbike race meeting of the season,
where each will be questioned by a panel of five
judges, similar to a Dragon’s Den scenario. The
winner of UK Worker of the Year 2015 will be
announced on the 17th October, with this year’s
prestigious title-holder having the luxurious
choice between a Kawasaki Ninja 300 and a
£5,000 holiday. Additionally, the newly named
hardest worker in the UK will also receive a
year’s free shopping from sponsors ASDA. To
find out more about the UK Worker of the Year
2015 competition, or to keep up to date with
early news regarding 2016, please visit
www.facebook.com/ukworkeroftheyear.
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When builder Colin Clarkson visited his local
Eurocell branch in Wakefield to get a price on
some roof tiles he did not expect to end up
renovating his new home from top to bottom in
products from one single source. Yet now his
upgraded bungalow in the Stanley district
features Eurocell-sourced products throughout:
from the Tapco composite tiles on the roof and
garage he was initially after; to Skypod skylights,
Dales Collection composite doors, PVC-U
windows – and even the rainwater goods. “It all
came together really well,” says Colin. “I’d
recommend Eurocell to anyone – I got a good
price on everything, the quality is 100 per cent
and they’ve given me the absolute assurance that
if there’s any problem they’ll change the
product.” For Colin, the proof of the improvement
made using Eurocell-sourced products came in
the shape of five unsolicited offers on the house
before completion – and despite it not being for
sale! The building itself was an early 1960s twobedroom bungalow which Colin has converted to
a three-bedroom home with pitched dormers and
a Skypod-roofed extension. Andy Dawson,
Wakefield Area Manager for Eurocell, worked with
Colin in specifying the products for the house and
said the project makes him proud when he goes
past. www.eurocell.co.uk.
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Longworth Goes Green to Celebrate Launch of Redsky Solar
Building envelope contractor Longworth has gone green to
celebrate the successful launch of subsidiary company
Redsky Solar and show the group’s commitment to
sustainability. The energy needed to power Longworth’s
head office in St Helen’s now comes from sustainable
sources. Director Steven Jones said: “We launched our new
Solar division Redsky last year because at Longworth we
believe that renewable energy has a crucial role to play in
meeting the UK’s future energy demands. “Longworth and
Redsky have now completed 7000 installations and we
wanted to ‘practice what we preach’ by reaping the benefits
of switching to cleaner energy and show just how much
money and energy can be saved.” A 50kW Solar PV system was installed at the Longworth and Redsky
building. Steven added: “In the first year alone the Solar PV installation will save 25.6 tonnes of CO2.
We have seen a 65% reduction in energy bills, and, combined with the Feed-in and Export Tariffs, the
solar panels are very cost-effective. Redsky builds on Longworth’s 150 years’ experience in the
roofing industry and offers solar installation by roofing experts for both new and existing public,
domestic and commercial buildings. For more information visit: www.longworth-uk.com and
www.redskysolar.co.uk or call 0151 556 0535.
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Silva Branches Out With Yellow Cedar
Silva Timber Products has expanded its product range
by becoming the UK’s first supplier of yellow cedar
shingles and shakes. The firm has reached a deal to
import the wood from British Columbia in Canada. It
grows along the Pacific coast of North America, from
Alaska to Oregon, and is approved under the
Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification.
Silva Timber’s deal follows a similar agreement earlier
this year to become the sole UK supplier of
mandioqueira, a South American tropical hardwood.
Yellow cedar is its 15th new product line in the past
year aimed at consumer and commercial markets. It has applications for roof and wall shingles and
shakes as well as decking, garden furniture, flooring, cladding, stairs and landscaping. MD Nick
Taylor said: “We are committed to providing the highest quality and sustainably sourced speciality
timbers for private and commercial projects. “Yellow cedar has exceptional longevity, is economical
and hardwearing. It’s a beautiful species with excellent performance characteristics, and is highlyrated by those with specialist knowledge, such as architects. The company has its headquarters in
Widnes, Cheshire, and a second showroom in west London. Visit www.silvatimber.co.uk
Enquiry 69
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Builders Go for Quality and
Brand Awareness

A recent survey shows that builders choose home
improvement products based on the popularity
of the brand, as well as quality. Natural light
specialist, LB Roof Windows, wanted to know
about builders’ decision making processes when
purchasing skylights and roof windows for their
residential and commercial projects. A recent
questionnaire sent to more than 12,000 builders
and installers revealed that most tradesmen
(50%) are looking for quality roof windows. Their
clients’ familiarity with a certain brand is the
second most important criteria, with 41.7% of
builders opting for it, while price is a decisive
factor for only 25%. LB Roof Windows sales
director, Adrian Cooper, said: “The respondents
could choose multiple options, allowing us to get
a clear view of their buying behaviour. We know
our clients value true ‘fit-and-forget’ products, as
reputation is paramount to their success, with
much of their work still being the result of
customer recommendation. Naturally, they will
seek a product that has proven itself. Perhaps a
little more surprising was to see how important it
is that their clients recognize and approve of a
specific skylight or roof window brand.” Call LB
Roof Windows on 01623 624500 or visit
www.lbroofwindows.co.uk.
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IKO’s Appley Bridge Achieves ISO 14001

Avonside Announces Major Charity Partnership with Emmaus UK

IKO PLC has achieved the environmental
standard ISO 14001 for its bituminous
and liquid membranes factory based in
Wigan, Appley Bridge. With Appley Bridge
achieving ISO 14001, all three of IKO’s
factories now comply with environmental
standards. Its Clay Cross plant in
Chesterfield and site at Grangemill
Quarry
have
both
achieved
the
accreditation. “As a company we’re
focused on recycling raw materials,
reducing packaging, cutting energy and
water consumption and monitoring
logistics to minimise environmental impact,” explains Group Managing Director, Andy Williamson.
“IKO’s continued investment in environmental and energy performance across all sites will remain
a priority.” Group Safety Health and Environmental Manager, Jon Pickup, adds: “Achieving ISO
14001 across all three UK sites is a great achievement for IKO and an acknowledgment of the hard
work that everyone has put in to achieve it.” For more information on IKO and its
investment in environmental and energy performance visit www.ikogroup.co.uk.
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Avonside Group has teamed up with Emmaus UK to work together
to help homeless people as the incidence of homelessness
continues to rise each year. Avonside Group aims to support
Emmaus in fund raising, practical advice on building fabric
maintenance, working closely with the network of locations and
offering opportunities for homeless colleagues to re-enter the
workplace. Emmaus (pronounced em-MAY-us) don’t just give
people a bed for the night, they offer a home, meaningful work and
a sense of belonging. The first Emmaus community opened in 1992
and there are now 25 UK communities housing 640 people,
providing them with meaningful work in a social enterprise. There
are plans to increase this to 1000 places by 2020. Arvinda Gohil, head of Emmaus said: “It’s great to
be working with the Avonside Group. As organisations, we’re both responsible for putting a roof over
people’s heads. Tony Burke, Avonside Group MD said “We believe Emmaus are a great fit to the ethos
of Avonside and the locations of our branches across the UK are similar to those of Emmaus, meaning
we can work closely together and offer volunteering and support.” To find out more go to
www.emmaus.org.uk or phone 01223 576 103 and please give generously. For the range of building
envelope expertise available visit www.avonsidegroupservices.co.uk, email info@avonsidegroup.co.uk
or telephone 01706 625 660.
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ForgeFix Introduces Smarter Structural Timber Fixing

The Plain House

ForgeFix is taking smarter fixing technology to new dimensions. The
business - which ranks as one of the UK’s leading distributors of
fixings, fasteners and related products such as telescopic ladders
and drill bits - has recently extended its TorxFast range of smart
woodscrews. In addition to multi-purpose woodscrews, products
under the TorxFast brand will also include a number of larger screws
developed for structural timber. Available in sizes from 7.0 x 65mm
up to 7.0 x 250mm, the new screws offer all of the big thinking
associated with the existing TorxFast range, only on a bigger scale.
Intelligently designed features include a spiral shank which benefits
from DIN338 technology for a quicker, easier insertion, as well as a
partial thread which helps to eliminate the problem of ‘jacking’
which can occur with other screws in timber to timber fixing
applications. TorxFast timber screws have a dual head design.
Roofers, joiners and other likely users have the option of either a
Torx head, which ensures a firmer drive and reduced cam-out, or a
second Hex head. This choice offers users a range of fixing
possibilities not to mention the freedom to fix using their own
preferred type of driver.

PAARL Energy Ltd based in Surrey selected
Redland’s Rosemary Clay Craftsman tile for its
quality as they construct a new luxury family home
in the Surrey hills. House builder, James Taylor,
who owns PAARL decided that he wanted to build
an eco-efficient home after ever-increasing energy
prices hit an all-time high and worked with
architects, Goater Jones LLP. To help enhance
energy efficiency, a strong and durable roof was
paramount. The luxury house is on a slope facing
the Surrey Downs. It features six bedrooms, five
bathrooms and a home cinema. The Rosemary Clay
Craftsman tile in the Albury finish – a traditional warm dark reddish clay with natural textures to create
an aged heritage look – has been used both for the roof and the vertical tiling. Speaking about the
project, James Taylor said: “Having worked on countless roofs in the past, I knew that the Craftsman
was the best tile for the job as they are renowned for their quality and strength. We always order extra
tiles to make up for any breakages and in this case we had loads left over because they simply didn’t
break.” Affectionately named The Plain House, the property didn’t even hit the market before it was
snapped up for the asking price of £2.5m
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Sky-High Liquid Applied Waterproofing
Specialist contractor Prater played an integral role in
delivering Canary Wharf Group and Land Securities
multifaceted skyscraper 20 Fenchurch Street - known as the
‘Walkie Talkie.’ Prater’s expertise and workmanship helped
address the logistical challenges of installing an inverted
roofing system and waterproofing package for the complex
building. Designed by Uruguayan architect Rafael Viñoly, 20
Fenchurch Street is home to London’s highest public park at
525ft. Prater began work on the site in 2013 and was
responsible for the inverted roofing system and 2,000sqm
of waterproofing on the ground floor. Gavin Hamblett, Prater
MD said: “Prater was appointed due to our proven track record in delivering complex projects to a
strict deadline and to an exceptional standard. The execution of 20 Fenchurch Street was no
different. By the nature of its multi-layered top-heavy design, the shape and inventiveness of the
building posed many roofing challenges. The roof’s steep 45 degree angle meant that installing the
waterproofing required precise measurements, an uncompromising approach to health and safety as
well as a high level of skill from our delivery team. The project was completed in 18 months – on time
and on budget. We are extremely proud of our work, however the close relationship with
Enquiry 52
Canary Wharf Group and Land Securities was key.”

Self Closing Gate Provides Roof Edge Protection
Safesite, a supplier of fall protection solutions, has
introduced Kee Gate, a range of self-closing safety
gates for safe working at height. Designed to work
both externally and internally and on ladders, roof
hatches, walkways, with edge protection and plant
machinery, Kee Gate ensures maintenance and
inspection staff can fulfil their job, follow best
practices and comply with current safety standards,
without putting their safety at risk. Kee Gates are
spring loaded so can automatically close behind the
user, providing an added level of security and
overcoming the potential for human error. This type
of system is the preferred solution to chains, bars or
sliding tubes, as these traditional forms of protection can lead to a hazardous void, when used
incorrectly. Kee Gate is available in galvanised steel and can be powder coated in safety yellow. The
safety gate is available with standard 'U' bolts for fixing to uprights of 33.7, 42.4 and 48.3 mm
diameter, enabling the gate to be fixed quickly to existing structures, posts or stringers. An additional
fixing pack allows the gate to be fixed to square, flat or angle uprights. Easy to install or
Enquiry 55
retro-fit, Kee Gate is 1m wide to be trimmed on-site. Visit www.safesite.co.uk.
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Modular Roofing Sections Pivotal to
UK House-Building Growth

Kingspan’s New Technology Breakthrough Set to Lower Building
Lifetime Costs and Enhance Environmental Performance

The managing director
of the UK’s leading
manufacturer
of
graded timber roofing
battens has welcomed
a call for greater offsite
construction
to
increase the rate of
house
building
in
Britain. An increase in
the offsite manufacture
of prebuilt sections of
new houses could increase current newbuilds
from 140,000 per year to the 250,000 needed,
according to Chris Watson from John Brash &
Co. Ltd. Chris’s comments follow the recent
Explore Offsite conference in Birmingham,
where Dr Ashley Lane of Persimmon Homes
Group challenged UK construction and its
supply chain to gear up for offsite construction.
He said: “The three key messages of Dr Lane’s
presentation of higher quality standards,
greater use of technology and more-robust
environmental credentials resonated with John
Brash.” When it comes to quality, the
company’s JB-Red roofing batten already
exceeds
the
latest
British
Standard
BS5534:2014 and would easily pass any
certification process for use in prefabricated
sections of roofing. In respect of technology,
John Brash recently installed its Goldeneye
system – a £500,000 machine that is the only
dedicated roofing batten scanning line in
Europe. Additionally, to achieve excellent
environmental credentials John Brash has
robust traceability audit trails for all their
timber and it has virtually eliminated waste
from its processes because of the quality and
reliability of its timber. For more information,
visit www.johnbrash.co.uk.

Market leader, Kingspan Insulated Panels, has launched IPN-QuadCore, a new insulated panel core that
delivers the best thermal, fire and environmental performance of any closed-cell material. Invented
with a bespoke technology process that creates a unique microcell structure, IPN-QuadCore is set to
bring about a fundamental shift in building performance, resulting in lower lifetime costs and enhanced
environmental credentials. IPN-QuadCore delivers a 20% thermal improvement over standard
polyurethane insulated panel core insulation. It has a lambda value of just 0.018w/mK, the best in the
industry, and achieves U-values as low as 0.08w/m2K. IPN-QuadCore is the first closed cell insulated
panel core to be certified to FM 4882 for use in smoke sensitive occupancies. It achieves a reaction to
fire of B-s1,d0 to EN 13501-1, the lowest smoke emissions possible, and offers fire resistance of up
to one hour insulation and three hours integrity to EN 13501-2. IPN-QuadCore enhances the
environmental
credentials
of
buildings and each IPN-QuadCore
panel is backed by the industry’s
first 40 year guarantee which
covers both structural and thermal
performance.
See
www.ipnquadcore.co.uk.
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Cembrit Provides Architects with BBA Certified Slates
The importance of BBA (British Board of Agrément)
certification is well-known as an independent mark of
approval for suppliers to the construction industry, and
Cembrit has the distinction of having its complete range
of fibre cement fully accredited by the organisation. BBA
certification is a sought after accreditation, and Cembrit
holds five BBA Certificates for its fibre cement slate
range, ensuring that whichever system is chosen,
architects can be confident in the specified product. Ged
Ferris, Marketing Manager of Cembrit said “Our fibre
cement slates range provides a high quality roofing finish
that is both attractive and long lasting. Architects
specify the slates for use on both residential and commercial properties, and have in the past, praised
the product for delivering the desired results.” The Cembrit range of fibre cement slates includes
Westerland, Moorland, Zeeland, Jutland and Diamond. Ideal for use on conventional pitched timber
roofs with a rafter pitch of 20° and over, or hung vertically as cladding on external walls, the slates
are complemented by matching fibre cement ridges, ventilation solutions and fixings. Cembrit fibre
cement slates are the most accredited on the UK market. For further information visit
www.cembrit.co.uk, or email sales@cembrit.co.uk.
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Duquesa Slates Give Historic
Cottage a Brand New Look

The installation of Cembrit’s Duquesa slates on a
cottage in Devon has proved that natural slates
not only provide an attractive finish to a building,
but can overcome a difficult re-roofing project.
Bridge Cottage is a 17thC listed building in
Axminster has had several updates over the
years. Most recently, the owners put in a request
to East Devon District Council to re-roof the
property, and requested slates to match the roof
on an extension. Bradfords Building Supplies
supplied approximately 4,500 Cembrit Duquesa
natural slates.The property owner was impressed
with the flexibility and durability of the Cembrit
slates. With the roof not being at a consistent
level, the slates had to be flexible enough to deal
with a change in pitch – from 45 degrees at one
end, to 60 degrees at the other end. The dark
grey Duquesa slates lie neatly across the whole
building to maintain a uniform appearance, and
complement the lighter grey slate on the
extension. The smooth surface texture of the
Duquesa slate blended well with the old
appearance of the cottage, to give it a
contemporary, yet natural-looking finish. For
further information visit www.cembrit.co.uk,
email sales@cembrit.co.uk, or for a copy of the
technical data sheets, tel: +44 (0)20
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IKO on BBC’s DIY SOS for
Second Time

Last year IKO PLC contributed to an episode of
the BBC’s DIY SOS – and got the taste for
helping! Now IKO has contributed to another
episode in this year’s series. The project in
Dartford was the biggest build ever on an
individual house, designed to provide suitable
living space for Charlie, a teenager with severe
disabilities. Despite the dedicated efforts of his
parents and brothers it looked as though Charlie
would have to be moved from the family home
into care as the two-up, two-down end-of-terrace
home was unsuitable for the daily care he
needed. IKO provided several rolls of its
Rubershield breather membrane for the roof of
the house. DIY SOS, with the help of local
tradesmen and suppliers, rebuilt the whole of
the downstairs and remodelled the rest of the
house so Charlie could stay at home. Group
Managing
Director,
Andy
Williamson,
comments: “We’re always looking to support
great charities and help with projects. DIY SOS
is one that we’re proud to contribute to for a
second time. It’s heart-warming to know that
the products we supplied have significantly
helped Charlie and his family.” For more
information visit www.ikogroup.co.uk or follow
us on Twitter @ikoplc.
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Roofshield Donation to Local
College

The A. Proctor Group has donated its
Roofshield breather membrane to Dundee &
Angus College to enable apprentices to work
with real life materials. The Roofing Industry
Alliance is heavily involved in training and
support for the roofing industry. One of the
challenges that colleges face is being able to
obtain proper materials for training and
assessments for their apprentices due to
restricted budgets. Roofshield is the highest
performing breathable roofing membrane on
the market, and following independent testing,
complies across all of the UK wind zones as
defined in the new BS 5534. The new Code of
Practice introduces a single test for the
measurement of the wind uplift resistance of
underlays, which all testing bodies will follow to
allow for greater transparency and consistency.
By directly supporting the local college, the A
Proctor Group has supported the next
generation of roofing contractors.
For
more
information
visit
www.proctorgroup.com,
email
contact@proctorgroup.com or call 01250
872261.
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Leading Ceramic Granite
Cladding Manufacturer to Exhibit

Roof Window Specialist Campaigns to Save Britain’s Attics
A roof window specialist has kicked off its campaign to help boost living space in the UK by creating
awareness of the potential of lofts. Adrian Cooper of LB Roof Windows said: “We want to ‘save
Britain’s attics’ from neglect or from being used for storing clutter, especially when there’s such a
serious need for more living space. Of course we have to build more houses, but we should also focus
on improving the existing stock and maximise its potential.” LB Roof Windows is a major UK
distributor of the Velux, Aurora and Dakea ranges of roof windows, skylights and accessories, and
supplies thousands of builders across the country with top
quality products and customer service. “Renovated attic
spaces can add up to 20% to the value of a property: two
bed terraced houses can become spacious 4 beds, enabling
growing families to create the much needed extra rooms
without having to move, or spend a great deal of money,”
said Adrian. “A relatively inexpensive way of converting
lofts, provided the necessary height is available, is by the
installation of roof windows and skylights, which can let in
incredible amounts of natural light.” For more information
call LB Roof Windows on 01623 624500 or visit
www.lbroofwindows.co.uk.
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Subbies Win War on Payment with New Online Video Package
StreetwiseSubbie, the UK’s leading support and advice
organisation, has launched a package of video presentations
exclusively to help Specialist Contractors ‘Win Work, Get
Paid,
Make
Money’
and
they’re
online
at
www.conferencevideo.streetwisesubbie.com. The ten nononsense videos of industry experts at their July conference
is a must-watch package for those unable to attend. Barry
Ashmore explains: “Designed to boost commercial success
each presentation brings the very best ideas to help
Specialist Contractors protect and grow their business.”
“From Gordon Bromley, (who built Tropicana from zero to
£150m), on how to achieve Growth, Performance and
Profitability in a few easy steps, to Barry Ashmore outlining key ways Specialist Contractors ensure
proper payment, each presentation has something new, innovative and informative to offer.”
Concludes Barry: “It’s the expertise you need to turn hard work into better profits, whilst protecting
your contractual interests, and at only £149 plus + VAT for all ten videos, this vital information is a
game-changing investment for any Specialist Contractor wanting to win work, get paid and make
money.” Download the videos now at www.conferencevideo.streetwisesubbie.com. For more
information, contact the StreetwiseSubbie team on 01733 712116 or email
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Revised H&S Report Books from
Construction Industry Publications

lThe
Scaffolding
register
records
the
information required for reporting the results of
inspections under WAH 2005) & CDM 2015.
lThe PUWER register records inspection results
under PUWER.
lThe LOLER register is for reporting inspection
results under LOLER.

The
UK’s
leading
manufacturer
and
prefabricator of ceramic granite ventilated
façade systems, Shackerley, is the latest
industry heavyweight to be exhibiting at this
year’s Surface & Materials Show. As part of UK
Construction Week, the show is the definitive
event for anyone involved in the design,
specification and installation of building
finishes. It will showcase the most innovative
systems, performance materials and aesthetic
finishes from across the world of surfaces and
materials. Shackerley pioneered the UK market
for ceramic granite ventilated cladding in the
20th century and has remained the market
leader, extending its offer to include engineered
stone and crystallised glass. The company
supplies its award-winning Sureclad ventilated
facades as complete, installation-ready
systems, fully prefabricated at its ISO 9001
Lancashire facilities. Each Sureclad façade
panel has undercut anchorage providing an
extremely robust, and stress free method of
mechanical fixing. Shackerley’s Brian Newell
said, “At the show our specialist technical team
will be on hand to provide expert knowledge and
support, whatever the specification or
installation challenge.” UK Construction Week is
at Birmingham NEC from 6 – 11 October (6 – 8
Oct trade only). www.ukconstructionweek.com.
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Construction Industry Publications Ltd (CIP) has lThe PPE register records PPE and details of
any maintenance requirements provided to
revised and published its popular range of health
employees, under PPE Regs 1992.
and safety report books in line with recent
updates to construction legislation.
lFinally Health and safety training must be
The five books cover Personal Protective
recorded under the Health and Safety at Work
Equipment (PPE), Scaffolding, the PUWER and
etc. Act 1974); and contractors must show
LOLER regulations, and Training. The sixth in the
skills, knowledge, training and experience
series, Record of Induction will be published by
under CDM 2015. This series of report books
the end of this month.
invaluably assists companies in maintaining
The books cost £5.95 + VAT and can be
stringent health and safety reporting
purchased via the CIP website by calling 0870
procedures as part of their overall
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078 4400 or email: sales@cip-books.com.
Health and Safety Policy.

A New Website for Alumasc Water Management Solutions
Since its launch in July, Alumasc Water Management
Solutions (AWMS) has developed a new website as a central
point and focus for its new brand of integrated water
management
solutions.
The
website
–
www.alumascwms.co.uk - includes an overview of AWMS
and its four sub brands, linking through to each of the
brands’ individual sites. It’s an interim step in developing a
new overall site in 2016. AWMS, the new name in the
industry for proven water management, includes Skyline
Fascias, Soffit & Copings; Alumasc Rainwater Gutters &
Downpipes; Harmer Building Drainage; and Gatic Civil
Drainage. These four well known, trusted brands combine
to offer one simple solution in rain-to-drain water
management. Ben Green, AWMS Marketing Manager comments: “AWMS is the first joined-up rainto-drain brand in the industry,” continues Ben. “Skyline, Alumasc Rainwater, Harmer and Gatic are
all big names in their own right, respected for innovation, quality and outstanding support. We’re
combining their strengths to provide customers with an unrivalled breadth of expertise and skill.”
Each sub brand’s own site has extensive product information and case studies, technical support,
literature and brochure downloads, and links to AWMS’ most recent White Paper. Visit
www.alumascwms.co.uk or call 0808 100 2008.
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Xtralite Launches Next
Generation Rooflight

Xtralite, a leading UK manufacturer, has launched
the next generation rooflight that is set to offer
greater flexibility and revolutionise the installation
process. The X2 range provides a solution to
differing roof insulation thicknesses which can
cause complications during the rooflight
installation process. One of its unique features is
its suite of interchangeable and interlocking PVC
extruded kerbs. This system eradicates the need
to construct metal frames or timber grounds as
the vertical riser sections can accommodate both
flat board and tapered insulation schemes
therefore offering a totally bespoke kerb height
solution. The new design vent provides increased
levels of ventilation and directs air flow upward
toward the underside of the glazing which reduces
risk of downdraughts and condensation forming.
The external vent openings are fully protected to
reduce risk of moisture and roof grit entering. A
choice of glazing is available. A double gasket
creates a positive seal between glazing and kerb,
reducing the risk of cold bridging and
condensation. A 60mm removable continuous
flange allows for the application of roofing
membrane. And, lastly a fully protected hinge
increases security and reduces maintenance. The
X2’s ergonomic design also offers a contemporary
look.
For
further
information
visit
www.xtralite.co.uk or
call 01670
354 157.
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Alutec Take Customer Service to the Next Level
As part of its significant business
expansion strategy for 2015, leading
aluminium
rainwater
system
manufacturer Alutec has set plans in
place that will lead to faster delivery
times and improved customer service.
Following continual growth, Alutec is
investing to increase output capacity and provide a better customer service by speeding up order
processing and bolstering Alutec’s sales team knowledge of the market. The newly developed Aliaxis
Sales Tracker customer relationship management system will enable the company’s internal sales
support department to track upcoming UK projects and distribute leads from a central hub. This
will not only add value to Alutec’s already strong relationships with existing customers but will also
help the sales team offer greater insight to new customers. Alutec has also implemented its new
Microsoft Dynamics AX ERP system that allows for much more detailed analysis of stock levels and
order logistics. Processing information from order placement right the way through to dispatch, the
programme will increase efficiency and reduce the risk of any order errors. Alutec offers a full
turnkey service from initial design, right through to expert on site assistance and after care.
Providing high quality aluminium rainwater systems, Alutec is also fully BIM
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compliant. For more information please visit www.marleyalutec.co.uk.

Work Hard, Play Hard at UK Construction Week
Offering a complete business and networking package, UK Construction Week is pleased to
announce that it will be hosting a casino night and a beer festival to help show visitors and exhibitors
relax and unwind. Taking place on the first night of the show (6 October), the casino will be at the
newly opened Genting International Casino at Resorts World Birmingham. Just a five-minute walk
from the doors of UK Construction Week, the night offers a chance for visitors and exhibitors to relax
with a few games of American Roulette, Blackjack, Baccarat or Electronic Roulette. Opening at
12pm on each of the trade days (6 – 8 October), the beer festival will provide a relaxed atmosphere
in which to grab some refreshments and a bite to eat, or simply catch up with friends, colleagues
and clients. With a wide range of traditional, local and rare craft ales on offer, plus a variety of
entertainment and live music from across the UK, the beer festival will certainly be a welcome break
at the end of a busy day. For more information please visit www.ukconstructionweek.com or follow
@UK_CW on Twitter.
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More LCVs Create Refuelling Crisis
Time spent refuelling is becoming a critical issue
for LCV operators, according to The Fuelcard
People. Steve Clarke, group marketing manager,
has highlighted an overlooked challenge in the
rising use of LCVs: “Moving the same load in
smaller vehicles means more traffic,” he said.
“That is challenging, but is only the tip of the
iceberg.” The number of LCVs is expected almost
to double during the next five years. This has
consequences for everyone, said Steve Clarke.
“Vans refuel more often than trucks,” he said.
“They carry the same goods, on the same journeys,
but with more frequent refuelling and resultant
higher forecourt demand. That means queues. The
longer that it takes each driver to complete the process, the worse it becomes.” Steve continued,
“There will be another 2.5 million vans on our roads by 2020, so getting vehicles through forecourts
as quickly and efficiently as possible will be crucial. If they are using fuel cards and saving money
at the same time, that can hardly be a bad thing.” The Fuelcard People provides cards that allow
LCV and other commercial road users to refuel quickly at a fixed weekly price.
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NFRC Encourages Members to Join Which? Trusted Traders
As part of its recently launched
membership awareness campaign ‘Get wise, get savvy, get NFRC’ - the
National Federation of Roofing
Contractors
is
encouraging
contractors to stand out from the
crowd and further enhance their reputation by joining Which? Trusted Traders. In doing so, they can
enjoy a 50% discount off Which? Trusted Traders’ joining fee, thanks to their membership of NFRC.
Which? Trusted Traders is an endorsement scheme that recognises reputable trasders. By
thoroughly vetting and assessing all traders who apply to join - a process which has been
streamlined for NFRC members, as vetting has already been carried out - consumers who use Which?
Trusted Traders can feel confident that they are choosing a reputable tradesperson. After
successfully passing the Which? Trusted Traders assessment, contractors are able to use the
recognisable scheme logo and receive an enhanced web listing and profile page. As an extra benefit,
all traders signed up to the scheme have access to alternative dispute resolution provided by
Ombudsman Services. For more information on Which? Trusted Traders, call 0117 981 2921 and
quote Roofers.
Alternatively, visit www.nfrc.co.uk or call 020 7638 7663.
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Avonside’s London to Paris
Charity Cycle Challenge

On the 25th July, a team of 10 Avonside
employees took on the London to Paris Cycle
Challenge to raise money for charity. The
London to Paris Cycle Challenge consists of a
gruelling 4 days cycling, over 300 miles over
various terrains. So far, Avonside has raised an
amazing £2000 for their three chosen charities:
Alzheimer's Society, The Dystonia Society and
Children's Hospice Association Scotland. Tony
Burke, Avonside Group Managing Director said
“I’m very proud of all the guys who took part in
this challenge. It was harder than expected,
even after all the training we put in. However, it
was most definitely worth it as we have
managed to raise £2000 so far for our chosen
charities, which are The Alzheimer's Society,
The Dystonia Society and the Children's
Hospice Association Scotland.” You can still
sponsor the Avonside Team by visiting
www.justgiving.com/owneremail/update/Avonside2015 or by texting
AVON88 followed by an amount (£5) to 70070.
Anyone requiring information about the range
of building envelope expertise available from
Avonside
Group
should
visit
www.avonsidegroupservices.co.ukemail
info@avonsidegroup.co.uk or telephone 01706
625 660.
Enquiry
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Kemper System Appoints New
Midlands Tech Rep
Cold liquid waterproofing specialist, Kemper
System, has appointed Sam Wakelin as regional
technical sales representative for the Midlands
region, with a remit of extending the company’s
market share across central England. A former
architectural technologist with seven years in the
roofing sector, Sam’s experience includes
project management for a housing developer
specialising in sustainable homes. Sam will be
providing technical support and specification
advice to Kemper System’s network of roofing
contractors across the Midlands for all Kemper
System products, including the Kemperol V210
and Kemperol 2K-PUR solvent free cold liquidapplied waterproofing membranes, the Stratex
warm roof system and the KemperGro green roof
system. His remit also includes generating
specification opportunities for the product range
within the region, working closely with architects,
surveyors, local authorities and developers.
Comments Sam: “There is a fantastic
opportunity in the Midlands for Kemper System
and my knowledge of the roofing sector
combined with my experience of working both in
architecture and Midlands property development
mean that I am well-placed to address the needs
of my role. “Kemper System’s product range
answers the sustainability agenda and is a
solution that can
overlay roofs without
removal of failed
membranes or hot
works;
offering
customers a solution
with minimum of
fuss and maximum
performance
and
durability.”
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SIG UK Exteriors - the leading specialist supplier of products,
expertise and support across the roofing, roofline, windows and
drainage markets - has announced the appointment of Andrew
Wakelin as Managing Director. Taking the helm with immediate
effect, Andrew’s appointment serves to further strengthen the
company’s leadership team and expertise across the building and
construction markets. Having held a leading position within SIG
since first joining in 2007 as Commercial Director for the Building
Plastics division, and SIG UK Exteriors, Andrew brings a wealth of
executive experience outside of SIG, having held various Managing
Director positions.Drawing on his passion for customer service,
Andrew’s new role will focus on delivering customer-oriented
solutions and new propositions that will be instrumental in driving
growth for the SIG’s UK Exteriors division. Andrew said: “With an
enviable reputation and proven reliability of service, our goal is to
continue creating confidence in roofing and building plastics by
engaging with our customers at all times, and providing a first class service. For further information
contact Stuart Base on 01480 466777 or visit www.sigroofing.co.uk.

Norbord’s environmental initiative, Use Wood Wisely,
captures the company’s desire to protect and preserve
the UK’s forests and environment. The campaign is
explained
on
Norbord’s
website,
www.usewoodwisely.co.uk, in which the issue of burning
virgin wood to produce electricity is addressed. As the
leading manufacturer of wood panels, Norbord is
campaigning against the legislation that promotes the
burning of virgin wood and instead suggests that timber
in the UK should go through an appropriate hierarchy of
use before it is burnt in order to generate electricity. In
the latest targeted campaign, each MP will receive a
small package in the post – inside will be a piece of
wood, a short letter, ‘The Hierarchy of Wood Use’ manifesto, and a return slip. The letter will invite
each recipient to return the wood sample to Norbord with the promise that it will be recycled and
reused for the good of the environment. Alternatively, they can simply dispose of it – thus preventing
any future good use favour of the landfill. The choice should be an obvious one and Norbord hopes
that MP’s will support the campaign and take the appropriate steps towards protecting the UK’s
forests. For further information, call 01786 812 921 or visit www.norbord.co.uk.

Chandlers Appoints New Roofing Trading Director

When it Comes to Deck Waterproofing, the Devil’s in the Detail

Chandlers Building Supplies is delighted to announce the
appointment of Danny Spokes as their Roofing Trading Director.
Danny joins Chandlers from SIG Roofing where he was a Divisional
Sales Director. Danny Spokes commented: “Chandlers has
dedicated a lot of time to developing the roofing side of the
business and I’m delighted to be joining them at this time. I look
forward to contributing to their continued success.” With a long
history of being a successful supplier of roofing materials,
Chandlers has rapidly grown their roofing division in the last few
years and now has specialist roofing supplies branches in
Halesowen, Coventry, Wolverhampton and London. For pitched
roofs, Chandlers stock tiles from Marley Eternit, Redland and
Sandtoft and for flat roofs they offer traditional bitumen and torchon felts from Iko and Icopal. Additionally, Chandlers Roofing stocks
a wide range of breather membranes, as well as John Brash tile batten and cedar shingles, and they
are a stockist of Velux and Dakea roof windows. Chandlers also works with Engineered Timber Solutions
(ETS) who are a leading supplier of roofing and flooring products, specialising in the design and
manufacture of roof trusses, metal web floor joists and auxiliary products. To find out more visit
www.chandlersbs.co.uk.
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Effective waterproofing is a vital component of multi-storey car park
construction and fundamental to the building’s structural integrity.
When installed correctly, a structural waterproofing system
protects against corrosion and concrete damage, maximising the
building’s life. But should the system fail prematurely, costly
repairs soon follow. The key to ensuring a reliable waterproofing
system is literally in the detail - because poor detailing is a
system’s Achilles’ heel. A deck waterproofing system combines two
types of product: the waterproofing membrane and the seals used
to protect any expansion joints in the deck. When a combined
system fails, it is not always easy to determine which of the two
products is at fault or which of the two warranties to claim against.
This situation cannot arise when the system is supplied by a single
source – for example, when tremco illbuck membranes are used in combination with the company’s
own expansion jointing systems. When two key components are single-sourced like this, with a
comprehensive back-to-back warranty, there is no risk of customers finding themselves unable to
claim against either of the two warranties. tremco illbruck has been a UK market-leader in
waterproof membranes and Migua movement joints for over 40 years. See www.tremcoillbruck.co.uk
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URSA Acquisition Strengthens Brand and Product Range
URSA, a leading European insulation provider, has been acquired
by global investment firm, KKR, strengthening the manufacturing
business’ brand, product range and service offering. With a
turnover of 500+m euros, URSA is one of Europe’s major forces in
insulation focusing on the supply of glass mineral wool and
extruded polystyrene (XPS). Launched in the UK in 2005 and with
a renewed financial confidence, URSA is set to implement a series
of development plans including several new product launches.
David Kemp, Commercial Manager UK and Ireland at URSA said:
“This is a really exciting move that will give URSA the confidence
and flexibility to grow and develop, further penetrating the UK
market. As the UK construction industry becomes more buoyant
there is huge scope for URSA to increase its market share.” The
change in ownership has coincided with the launch of a renewed
corporate image. The firm’s established polar bears logo has been
updated with a fresh palette and striking colours. A symbol of
protection and adaptation to the environment, the logo represents the URSA values: well-being,
closeness and humanity. Visit www.ursa-uk.co.uk or call 0208 977 9697.
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New Managing Director for
Crendon Timber Engineering
With its sixth and seventh roof truss
manufacturing plants recently opened in Exeter
and Bridgend, Crendon Timber Engineering is
expanding its activities nationwide. Following the
retirement of managing director Philip Bell after
38 years’ service, the Crendon board is pleased to
announce its appointment of Alex McLeod as its
new managing director.
Alex McLeod joins
Crendon Timber Engineering with wide-ranging
expertise in green building products, having been
managing director of St Gobain Isover and CEO of
Superglass. Alex McLeod’s experience in growing
markets for leading edge building products
matches Crendon’s ambition to increase significantly its engineered timber roofs and floors business.
“The market for engineered timber roof trusses has grown by 12% in the past year,” Alex McLeod
comments. “Crendon’s sales have expanded well over and above market performance. With the agility
to respond both locally and nationally to our housebuilding customers, we are looking Enquiry
62
to develop our reputation further as the developer’s first choice for timber engineered
solutions,” he affirms. For more information visit the www.crendon.co.uk.
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To Return and Recycle – or to Ditch for Landfill? That is the Question

SIG UK Exteriors Steers Growth with Key Appointment

Jet Cox Appoints New General
Manager
UK based manufacturer of high performance
Coxdome rooflights and skylights, Jet Cox, has
appointed a new General Manager to lead its
team, at the company’s Walsall offices. Chris
Lister will be responsible for all UK business
operations across the company and looking after
the sales, technical and manufacturing teams and
key account holders. Bringing with him a wealth
of
experience
from
Building
Products
Manufacturing, Chris originally qualified as an
Architect. In his new role at Jet Cox, Chris will
continue the growth of the company in the roof
lighting market place, ensuring that the firm
builds on its recent resurgence and the historic
successes it has enjoyed as Coxdome over the last
60 years. Prior to joining Jet Cox, Chris worked
for Alumasc Exterior
Building Products for
8 years, operating
across
their
Flat
Roofing, Rainwater,
Drainage and Façade
businesses and at
Brett Martin Daylight
Systems for 10 years.
A keen sailor and
motorbike enthusiast,
Chris
is
also
a
committed rugby man
and is chair of Port
Sunlight RFC. This
zest for sport and
teamwork will, he
hopes, assist him in his new job as General
Manager for the rooflight specialist.
For further information call 0121 530 4230, or
email clister@jet-cox.co.uk, or visit www.jetcox.co.uk.
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A Tale of Two Parks

Housebuilder Taylor Wimpey selected Redland’s
Fenland Pantile roof tiles for two large scale
housing projects in Norfolk to help ensure the
developments blend in with the local vernacular.
Both Beaufort and Middleton Park provide the
idyllic location to anyone looking for a slower
pace of life, with quaint markets, golden beaches
and sweeping woodland, Taylor Wimpey has
created two stunning hideaways for a growing
family. Andrew Rodzian, Project Manager for
Taylor Wimpey, said: “We have a long standing
relationship with Redland and they are one of our
preferred roof tile suppliers. We chose the
Fenland Pantile because it most closely matches
the roofs in the surrounding areas and feel it is
important to maintain the architectural identity
of small towns like the ones where Beaufort Park
and Middleton Park are situated.” Redland
developed the Fenland Pantile for the South East
and East Anglican markets. The classic single
pantile shape provides a modern interlocking
concrete format that guarantees weathertight
performance in all conditions. Gary Drage at
contractors Avonside Roofing Ltd T/As Essex
Roofing commented: “We have used Redland
tiles on numerous projects in the past and have
found them to be reliable and consistent with our
customers being happy with the
results.
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Icopal’s Scaffold Sheeting
Solution for Prestigious Central
London Development

Icopal has supplied 9,000m2 of its market
leading flame retardant scaffold sheeting for
Embassy Gardens, a prestigious new residential
development close to the River Thames in
Battersea. Providing a protective and secure
enclosure to the scaffold for the site team, the
sheeting solution also offers a valuable
advertising opportunity with it being such a
prominent central London site. Icopal’s
Monarflex Scaffband Flamesafe scaffold
sheeting was secured to a purpose-designed
scaffold screen framework to ensure it
remained in place. The sheeting was supplied to
Millcroft Scaffolding who is providing
independent access scaffolding to six blocks of
the development, some of which rise to 55m
high. Sam Jones, Director at Millcroft
Scaffolding commented: “Monarflex is a high
grade of scaffold sheeting that is less likely to
fray or tear, a benefit that was key due to the
development’s proximity to the Thames. We
felt that the product we used to weatherproof
the scaffold needed to be of the highest
durability and quality as ultimately its an advert
for our company and the main contractor,
Ballymore Group.
The project is due for
completion in early 2016. For more information
on Icopal and its Monarflex Scaffband
Flamesafe scaffold sheeting, visit
Enquiry 28
www.monarflex.co.uk.

Cost-Effective Flat Roofing Refurb Solution from Wolfin
For failed flat roofs, leading producer of synthetic flat roof and
building waterproofing systems, WOLFIN (part of the Icopal Group)
has developed an innovative roof refurbishment alternative to
replacing the roof completely. The WOLFIN Vapour Permeable Roof
Refurbishment Solution is a 20-year insurance-backed system, which
saves money, time and disruption, especially for large projects. An
independent cost analysis by Aecom assessed that a saving of 17%28% is possible. When flat roofs fail, moisture enters the roofing
layers, thermal performance is lost and the occupants are affected;
the first thought is to strip, dispose and then replace the roof.
However, with the WOLFIN Solution, there is no need to strip and
dispose of the existing roofing membrane, insulation or vapour
control layer. The roof can be simply overlaid with the WOLFIN
membrane, which rapidly heats up under the sun causing a high
vapour pressure that gradually dries out the trapped moisture by
forcing it up and through the Wolfin vapour permeable membrane. As the roof dries out the thermal
properties of the existing insulation are restored, although additional insulation can be added above
the existing failed roof prior to the application of the WOLFIN system for improved thermal
performance. For more information on Wolfin visit www.wolfin.co.uk.
Enquiry
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The Build Show Welcomes SIG Distribution
SIG Distribution is the latest to lend its name to the list of leading
industry lights exhibiting at the Build Show, part of UK Construction
Week, this October. As the UK’s leading specialist construction supplier,
SIG Distribution’s 58 years of experience has given the company an
unparalleled understanding of its customers and their unique demands.
Backed by vast warehousing capabilities, 60 branches nationwide and a
fleet of more than 500 specialist vehicles, SIG Distribution is committed
to supplying more than 500,000 market-leading products in full and on
time. “Visitors to our stand will be able to find out about the full product
offering across all our brands including: SIG Insulation, SIG Interiors,
SIG Technical Insulation, SIG Fixings, SIG Construction Accessories and
SIG Commercial Drainage, as well as getting face-to-face advice from
our team of industry experts,” said Andy Holmes, Commercial Director
from SIG Distribution. With a comprehensive seminar programme across
the show, running from 6 – 8 October, The Build Show offers a holistic
view of the industry providing visitors with the latest views and opinions
on the current challenges faced in construction today. For
www.ukconstructionweek.com or follow @UK_CW on Twitter.

more

information

visit
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Bespoke Bilco NSHEV Gives Healthy Prognosis for Addenbrookes
Hospital Car Park
A bespoke natural smoke and heat exhaust ventilator (NSHEV) manufactured by Bilco UK has been
installed in a new nine-storey, multi-storey car park at Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge. The
project, undertaken by VINCI Construction UK, has created 1,228 new parking spaces to meet
growing demand at the renowned medical facility, as it expands to accommodate the relocation of
Papworth Hospital. The Bilco NSHEV, when opened, allows for the rapid evacuation of smoke and
heat in the event of fire and additional passive ventilation for the building. “Quality design and
construction were paramount for this project,” explains Craig
Learoyd, Project Manager, VINCI Construction UK. “Bilco
NSHEVs are well respected in the industry for their excellent
construction, safety and ease of operation,” said James
Fisher, Managing Director, Bilco UK. “Our extensive expertise
allows us to create high quality, bespoke products which
exactly meet each client’s project brief, as in the case of
Addenbrookes.” Bilco also provides standard natural smoke
and heat exhaust vents, as well as an exceptional range of
horizontal access products. For further information about the
products in the Bilco range or discuss your
Enquiry 38
specific needs please visit: www.bilcouk.com.

New Website Offers More Support for Freefoam Stockists and Installers
Freefoam, the leading manufacturer of environmentally friendly
and innovative roofline and rainwater products, has re-launched
MyFreefoam, the dedicated web portal for all Registered Freefoam
Stockists, Installers and Homeowners. With a fresh new look, easy
to use intuitive navigation, clearly defined areas for each user
group and accessibility with a mobile responsive design the site
offers a superior streamlined user experience. The site supports a
variety of functions making it easy for customers and users to
capitalise on the benefits of the Freefoam Guarantee scheme.
Stockists of the Freefoam product range use the site to nominate
and encourage customers to become Freefoam Registered
Installers enabling then to build a stable customer base and
generate new customers. The Lifetime Guarantee gives installers
an opportunity to stand out from the crowd and MyFreefoam is the tool installers use to quickly and
easily register work for the Guarantee. Users can order Freefoam branded promotional literature and
marketing materials making it easy and straightforward for installers to sell roofline products and win
more business. Freefoam give homeowners the same product benefits as trade fitters with
MyFreefoam allowing all homeowners to register roofline products online for the Lifetime Guarantee.
To find out more contact marketing@freefoam.com.
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Upgrade to Powered Now App
Eases Tradesmen Admin Headache

Powered Now has upgraded its app for
simplifying paperwork for tradesmen on the
move. It adds support for Android and multiple
users so whole teams can share information. It
also automates more routine business admin.
The app provides a comprehensive admin toolkit
for every step from preparing an estimate to
taking payment online.
New in Version 3:
• The Multi-user edition automatically shares
information across all employees. You can
assign team members different access
permissions so, for instance, engineers
cannot see all financial details.
• Available
on
Android
as
well
as
iPads/iPhones. It also means that while the
boss can control things using an iPad, his
team might be equipped with lower cost
Android smartphones. Obviously, since all
data is shared across all devices, the loss of
a device does not lead to loss of data.
• Other features include recording actual
hours spent on appointments for improved
future estimating; snapping before and after
pictures of jobs and recording notes; and
capturing customer signatures.
Powered Now’s customers rate the app with a
very high Net Promoter Score of 54%.
Visit www.powerednow.com or email
info@powerednow.com.
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Sky’s the Limit for Roofing
Specialist with Exchequer
Finance Software

Sky Green Ltd, a specialist provider of roofing
and cladding services, has selected finance and
document
management
solutions
from
Advanced Exchequer (Advanced) to better
manage project costings, increase compliance
and support its next phase of growth. Founded
in 2011, the Birminghambased Sky Green works with
major construction firms. The business sought
an integrated finance solution to drive
anticipated growth of 40% over the next 12
months. The new Advanced Exchequer system
will automate a range of manually intensive
processes to streamline the authorisation of
financial documents. Purchase orders and
invoices will be scanned and stored in a secure
archive eliminating paper and ensuring swift
retrieval. Sky Green will be able to access richer
information to better understand the company’s
financial position. Costs can be tracked and
monitored on individual projects to ensure
contracts are delivered on time and in budget.
Customisable management reports containing
real-time financial data can be created in
seconds and exported into Excel to improve
productivity.
In
addition,
Exchequer’s
integrated Construction Industry Scheme (CIS)
module will enable Sky Green to fully comply
with HMRC tax legislation.
Visit
www.sky-green.co.uk
or
www.exchequer.com/default.aspx.
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New Intecto Integrated PV Roof Tile from Romag
A new concept in building integrated PV products from leading UK
solar manufacturer Romag means property aesthetics, building
design and visual appearance need not be compromised by rooftop
solar Installations. The innovative Intecto integrated solar PV tile is
specially designed to fit seamlessly alongside standard residential
and commercial roof tiles and is available in a range of colours to
match existing roof coverings. The system enables architects,
housebuilders and roofing contractors to provide an effective
rooftop PV solution with a conventional appearance and without any
compromise in solar power production. Installed directly and
securely onto wood roofing battens using a guaranteed fixing
system, the frameless Intecto units sit flush with conventional
interlocking concrete, clay and terracotta tiles and can be used to
provide a whole roof PV solution if required. The lightweight tiles reduce roof loading, eliminating the
need for any roof reinforcement, and contribute to higher Code for Sustainable Homes and BREEAM
ratings. They can be used to meet specific planning conditions in heritage and green-belt areas.
Intecto roof tiles are available in black, grey and terracotta colours. It is IEC and MCS certified. The
Intecto range is supported by long term workmanship and performance guarantees. More details at
www.romag.co.uk.
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Bauder Strikes Gold once again with Investors in People
Flat roofing specialists Bauder have once again been awarded
the prestigious Investors in People (IiP) Gold status, which
recognises high performing organisations that put their
people at the heart of their success. This is the second time
that the Ipswich-based company has been awarded the
highest accreditation of Gold, awarded to only 7% of
applicants each year; which is particularly impressive
considering over a third of the UK’s workforce used IiP this
year. Now in its 24th year, Investors in People has long been
acknowledged as the most successful framework for business
improvement through people, and its accreditations are
regarded as a mark of real organisational excellence around
the world. Family-owned company Bauder, who deliver flat
roof, green roof and photovoltaic solutions, has a workforce of 130 UK and Ireland employees. This
year the company achieved, for the third time, a place in the Sunday Times Top 100 Best Small
Companies To Work For, together with a 3 star status accreditation for outstanding workplace
engagement. Angeline Barnes, HR Manager commented “We truly believe our people are our greatest
asset. The accolades provide us with a a framework to benchmark our practices and people strategies
to ensure we continue to develop and improve.”
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Roofshield Donation to Local College
The A. Proctor Group has
donated
its
Roofshield
breather
membrane
to
Dundee & Angus College to
enable apprentices to work
with real life materials. The
Roofing Industry Alliance is
heavily involved in training
and support for the roofing
industry.
One
of
the
challenges that colleges face
is being able to obtain proper
materials for training and
assessments
for
their
apprentices due to restricted
budgets. Roofshield is the highest performing breathable roofing
membrane on the market, and following independent testing, complies
across all of the UK wind zones as defined in the new BS 5534. The new
Code of Practice introduces a single test for the measurement of the wind
uplift resistance of underlays, which all testing bodies will follow to allow
for greater transparency and consistency. By directly supporting the local
college, the A Proctor Group has supported the next generation of roofing
contractors. For more information visit www.proctorgroup.com, email
contact@proctorgroup.com or call 01250 872261.
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Longworth Goes Green to Celebrate Launch of
Redsky Solar
Building envelope contractor Longworth has gone green to celebrate the
successful launch of subsidiary company Redsky Solar and show the
group’s commitment to sustainability. The energy needed to power
Longworth’s head office in St Helen’s now comes from sustainable
sources. Director Steven Jones said: “We launched our new Solar division
Redsky last year because at Longworth we believe that renewable energy
has a crucial role to play in
meeting the UK’s future energy
demands. “Longworth and
Redsky have now completed
7000 installations and we
wanted to ‘practice what we
preach’ by reaping the benefits
of switching to cleaner energy
and show just how much money
and energy can be saved.” A
50kW Solar PV system was
installed at the Longworth and Redsky building. Steven added: “In the
first year alone the Solar PV installation will save 25.6 tonnes of CO2.
We have seen a 65% reduction in energy bills, and, combined with the
Feed-in and Export Tariffs, the solar panels are very cost-effective.
Redsky builds on Longworth’s 150 years’ experience in the roofing
industry and offers solar installation by roofing experts for both new and
existing public, domestic and commercial buildings.
For more
information visit: www.longworth-uk.com and www.redskysolar.co.uk or
call 0151 556 0535.
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Rooflights Designed for Architects and
Contractors
With
low-profile
frames,
impressive structural strength,
outstanding thermal and acoustic
performance
and
maximum
daylight ingress, rooflight expert
Whitesales' Em-Glaze range is
inspired by the overwhelming
evidence in favour of daylighting.
The Em-Glaze modular rooflight
from
Whitesales
has
been
engineered to strike the perfect balance between eco-credentials,
flexibility in design and size, thermal and acoustic efficiency, and
affordability in build phase and use. Skylights add value, lowering costs
in use, reducing carbon footprint and supporting client aims for a more
sustainable build. Above all, they enhance the occupant’s interior
experience. Daylight reduces stress, illness and absenteeism, improves
mood productivity and positivity, and sharpens focus and concentration.
The overwhelming evidence in favour of daylighting is the inspiration
behind Whitesales’ ethos: maximum daylight, minimum frame. The new
slimline aluminium frame increases the glazed area for superior
daylight ingress. Solar gain is readily overcome with optional solar
control: clear, opal diffused and self-cleaning glass are all available. For
more information and technical support visit: www.whitesales.co.uk or
contact: sales@whitesales.co.uk
or 01483 271371.
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Diary
Events for the roofing industry
6-11 October 2015
Construction Week with The Build Show
New show aimed at builders, contractors, housebuilders,
merchants and construction professionals. Supported by main
industry organisations. Seminar programme, info & guidance,
policy & regs, H&S, CPD.
Includes Timber Expo, Smart Buildings, Energy, HVAC, Plant &
Machinery and more.
Includes Grand Designs Live.
Projected trade attendance 50,000. Free to visit.
NEC, Birmingham http://www.buildshow.co.uk/
7-8 October 2015
Health & Safety North
8th show, education, procurement & networking.
2014: 100 exhibitors, 2,000 visitors
Bolton Arena, Bolton www.healthandsafetyevents.co.uk
13-15 October 2015
Solar Energy UK
6th year. For all solar professionals. UK solar market and global
deployment. Four free conferences and speakers.
2014: 200 exhibitors, 3,400 visitors
Free to visit
NEC Birmingham http://uk.solarenergyevents.com/
10-11 November 2015
Greenbuild with Buildings & Energy Efficiency (BEE)
Guidance on energy efficiency, green retrofit. Free conference
programmes with expert speakers. Incorporates Ignition, the
UK’s only woodfuel event. Free to visit.
Manchester Central, Manchester www.greenbuildexpo.co.uk/
19-21 November 2015
The Skills Show
Hosts roofing Skillbuild finals. Industries’ showcase to inform and
recruit young people. Buzzing with the energy of 14-20+ year
olds. 2014: 73,000 visitors. Free to visit.
NEC, Birmingham www.theskillsshow.com
23 September 2015
British Safety Council Annual Conference
Innovation and best practice in H&S management, networking.
£145-£175
Etc. venues, Dexter House, London www.britsafe.org/whatsnext
23-26 September 2015
100% Design
UK’s largest design trade event, for architects, specifiers and
designers. 20th year. 2015 theme: 'design in colour'
Free to visit
2014: 25,500 visitors
Olympia London, www.100percentdesign.co.uk/
14-15 October 2015
Offsite Construction Show
First national event. Offsite construction is a hot topic as
delivery method for the housebuilding the UK needs.
Techniques and methods, education programme, industry
perspective, new products, supply chain, hosted buyer event.
Excel, London www.off-siteshow.co.uk/
8-10 March 2016
Ecobuild
Improved show layout, bigger conference arena, learning hubs
on design, zero carbon and energy, innovation and smart
buildings. Free to visit.
12th year 800 exhibitors, 40,000 visitors
Excel, London www.ecobuild.co.uk
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